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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NET MIGRATION PATTERNS AND SELECTED
DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 1970-1980.
Abstract
LINDA L. BAER
This study investigated the process of net migration in
counties of South Dakota from 1970 to 1980.

Census Bureau and Vital

Statistics data were employed to answer the basic question of how
major demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of counties of
South Dakota were related to patterns of net migration.
A description of net migration was presented and from this
specific patterns of net migration from 1970 and 1980 were deter
mined.

The net migration patterns were (1) in-migration over both

decades; (2) turnaround migration: out-migration in 1970 and in
migration in 1980; (3) reverse turnaround: in-migration in 1970 and
out-migration in 1980; (4) out-migration: under 15 percent out
migration for 1970 and/or 1980; (5) high out-migration: 15 percent
out-migration and over for both decades.
Selected demographic and socioeconomic variables were tested
to see the extent to which patterns of migration were related.

Age

composition variables and economic factors were found to be most sig
nificant.

The counties within the migration patterns were then

analyzed to determine which of the selected characteristics were most
alike within the categories.

Those variables were total businesses,

child dependency ratio, birth rate, death rate, fertility ratio, sex
ratio, general dependency ratio, index of aging, young adult ratio,
median age, teachers per student, employment, unemployment, agricul
tural employment, poverty, per capita income, average daily member
ship and cost per average daily membership.

the first two variables

were most significant.
Finally, the pattern of net migration typology was tested to
determine the extent of the differences between the net migration
categories.

Of specific interest were declining counties, the high

out-migration pattern and the growing counties, the turnaround
pattern. Differences were found between the categories for age depen
dency ratio, index of aging, median age, employment, agricultural em
ployment and total businesses.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This study focuses on population changes that have been
taking place in the North Central Region of the United States, and
more particularly the State of South Dakota.

It examines the role

of the basic demographic process of migration in population change,
and, the consequences these changes have for the demographic and
socioeconomic structures of the county populations at risk.
This study builds upon the work done recently for the North
Central Regional Research Committee on Population (NC-97) in which
the direction and level of migration of the counties in the 13 North
Central States, 1950-80, is described (Riley, et al. 1982) .

By

omitting the State of Kentucky from our consideration it is possible
to utilize the data from that report to present a population picture
of the U. S. Census Bureau's North Central Region.
12 states:

(This includes

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,

Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin) .
It also enables us to place South Dakota's population and its changes
in terms of the larger perspective of the

orth Central Region.

North Central Region and South Dakota
This section describes the population change and net
migration for the 1055 counties of the states in the

orth Central
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Region, 1950-80.

In considering population change it is noted that

there has been a decline in the rate of growth for the region over
the three decades.

The trend in natural increase (births minus

deaths) , which has been a key factor in population growth, has been
downward since the peak of the baby boom in the late 1950's and the
amount of natural increase has been reduced by 50 percent in the
1970's. The total amount of net out-migration from the region has
more than doubled since the 1950 1 s.

However, when the net migration

is examined in terms of levels of magnitude, the number of counties
with high out-migration ( 15 percent or more) has declined from 4 14 in
the 1950-60 period to 45 in the 1970's.

"Turnaround" counties

(population loss 1960-70 with population gain 1970-80) numbered 264
in the North Central Region, whereas the same·type of turnaround
pattern on net migration involved 337 counties. Although one-third of
the counties (33. 7 percent) had continuous out-migration for the
three decades, only 30 counties (2. 6 percent) had a continuous high
out-migration pattern (Riley, et al. 1982:7-10) .
In focusing attention on the state of South Dakota, it was
found that t�e basic population trends for the
were also recorded for this state.

orth Central Region

Some of these trends,

particularly those affecting agricultural states and rural areas such
as rural to urban migration, were even more pronounced.

Continuous

high rates of out-migration (over 15 percent) have been character
istic of two-thirds of the counties of South Dakota from 1950 to
1970.

Even for the most recent decade ( 1970- 0) , when total
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out-migration rates for the state were reduced from 14 percent to
four percent, one-fourth of the counties still had high out-migration
constituting the largest number of any state in the North Central
Region (Riley and Baer, 198 1) . What more suitable conditions could be
available for the study of the impact of and relationship between,
continuous high out-migration and the demographic and socioeconomic
structures of counties?

Furthermore, the conditions needed for a

comparison of out-migration with in-migration counties were also
available in as much as South Daktoa had 12 counties that experienced
"turnaround" migration.
Previous Work
Most scholarly efforts in population research have
concentrat�d on changes in metropolitan areas.

Demographic changes

in the decade of the 1970s were characterized by surprising trends,
one of which was growth in the nonmetropolitan areas. Reflective of
the gap in knowledge is that many population experts did not f0resee
or project the growth of the nonrnetropolitan population (Beale, 1982;
Wardwell, 1980) .

Calvin Beale stated that:

Perhaps the most surprising trend of the 1970s was the
revival of rural and small town population growth. No one
seems to have been on record as forecasting the nonmetro
politan growth rate to be higher than the metropolitan rate
in the 1970s. Yet in fact, metropolitan counties grew by 9.8
percent but nonmetropolitan growth was 15. percent (Beale,
1982: 33) .
The direction of migration has historically been one of
people moving from rural to urban areas.

The trend in America is now

a reversal of what only a few years a o was thought of as the
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inevitable flow of people from small towns and rural areas to cities
and metropolitan centers.

The 1970s reflected a pattern of migration

from urban to rural areas.

Many of the rural counties that are now

gaining population had previously recorded losses.

These were the

turnaround counties of the state.
Out-Migration: a Continued Concern
Although interest has shifted to the turnaround pattern,
there still remains the basic characteristic of migration in rural
agricultural America.

This trend is the continual and prolonged

out-migration in several geographic regions of the U. S. , particularly
in the Dakotas.
In an executive summary paper from the Population Reference
Bureau it was stated that, "Metropolitan areas grew by only 1 percent
from 1970 to 1976, compared to a growth of 13 percent from 1960 to
1970. Rural areas, however, have grown rapidly, except in those
counties having the highest percentage of agricultural employment "
(Population Reference Bureau, 1981:1) .

Those counties which have

high agricultural employment continued to lose population.
Schwarzweller (1979) stated that much of the work of rural
sociologists prior to the 1970s revolved around:
---the gloomy language of rural depopulation; flight from
the land, lack of jobs, exodus of young people, erosion of
community institutions, difficulties in maintaining a minimum
level of necessary public services, and the withering of
morale in our small towns and rural hamlets. (Schwarzweller,
1979:7)
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Further, Clawson established that "the psychological attitude
underlying this migration, affecting not only those who leave but
many of those who stay behind, is perhaps the most serious aspect
of population loss" (Clawson, 1975: 186).
Schwarzweller presented a lengthy discussion of the impact
of turnaround migration--which seems to have replaced the preoccu
pation with depopulation.

Yet for some areas, particularly those

dependent upon agriculture, the turnaround had not yet occurred
except for some isolated areas in Kansas, Iowa and Indiana.

"Indeed,

where commercial farming is still the main industry, net out
migration still tends to be the norm, although rates have declined
appreciably since the 1950s and 1960s" (Schwarzweller, 1979: 12) .
The Present Study
This study focused on the relationship between changes in
migration patterns and selected demographic and socioeconomic
variables in the counties of the state of South Dakota.

South Dakota

can be characterized as a state that has had continuous out-migration
over the past three decades with many counties recording high losses
for thirty years.

Under these conditions, South Daktoa stands as

a prime example of a "place left behind. "
In addition to out-migration, the state also recorded
turnaround migration in the 1970s in 20 percent of the counties.

The

purpose of this work is to examine the trends in migration patterns
with special emphasis on the continual decline and the turnaround
counties in South Dakota in the decades of the 1960s and 1970s.
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Analysis of the relationship between these migration patterns and the
changes in demographic, socioeconomic and social institutions was the
main objective of this research.
Zuiches and Brown (1978) stated that "consequences of
unanticipated growth can be as jarring as those associated with
long-term uninterrupted decline.

In both cases, community insti

tutions must adapt to changing size and composition of populations"
(Zuiches and Brown, 1978: 72).
Examples of the consequences of growth on communities would
include the increase of young families which would create demands
for housing.

A younger population results in an increased demand

for education, health, and recreational services.

A growing

community due to the influx of retirement population would require
other specific goods and services in the community.

The changing age

composition of an area contributes to further demographic and
nondemographic changes (Zuiches and Brown, 1978: 72).
Likewise, continued out-migration results in specific impacts
and consequences.

In the "Places Left Behind," Fuguitt stated that

in terms of population decline, there is a deterioration of services
and an aggravation of social problems (Fuguitt, 1971: 464).
Consequences of continued out-migration may include consolidation of
schools, merging medical facilities and social service agencies, and
changes in the focal places of retail trade.
related to migration patterns.
U. S. , four were in South Dakota.

Economic factors are

Of the ten poorest counties in the
Three of those four counties had
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experienced over 12 percent out-migration from the 1960s to the 1970s
(U. S. News and World Report, 1982: 18; Riley and Baer, 1981: 7) .
The major thesis underlying this study dealt with the
relationships between changes in population size and composition on
the one hand and the social and economic situations on the other.
Here is where rural sociologists can and do make significant
contributions to policy planning and implementation (Fuguitt,
1971: 464) .
Statement of the Problem
This study investigated the following problem:
What are the major demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics of the counties of South Dakota and specifically what
characteristics distinguish high out-migration counties from those
counties with recent in-migration in South Dakota from 1970 to 1980?
This problem addressed three key issues in the field of
migration.

First, what were the characteristics of the population

in high out-migration counties and turnaround counties?
out-migration counties have anything in common?
counties have any characteristics in common?

Second, did

Did turnaround

Third, how did

demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of high out-migration
counties compare with those characteristics in turnaround counties?
This research tested the adequacy of a classification system
used to categorize counties in terms of migration patterns.

What

characteristics most distinguished the high out-m·gration counties?
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Which most characterized the turnaround counties?

What variables

were found to be significantly different between the migration
pattern classification?

These and other questions were addressed in

the objectives of this study.
The Importance of the Problem
This work was of strong sociological significance.

Demogra

phers have investigated the impact of migration on metropolitan areas
but the research has.not sufficiently dealt with the impact of outmigration on an area.
A most compelling rationale for concentrating our attention
on nonmetropolitan counties is that the bulk of demographic
and ecological research has focused on metropolitan centers.
As a consequence, our knowledge of population dynamics and
patterns outside metropolitan centers is somewhat limited.
Thi� is unfortunate in that approximately thirty percent of
the American population resided in nonmetropolitan areas
(Frisbie and Poston, 1978: 1) .
Furthermore, little research has dealt with the actual change
in the characteristics of counties with high population loss.

Beale

(1964) stated that:
The demography and sociology of decline are not attractive
subjects for most researchers. The power and the glory and
the action are in megalopolis. But if 70 percent of the U. S.
population is urban, and 99 percent of the land area is
rural, then the need for additional attention to the
demography of depopulating rural areas and for the insights
that such research can provide seems to be rising (Beale,
1964:272) .
Due to the lack of analysis of nonmetropolitan regions, the
dramatic turnaround patterns were not anticipated and the change went
relatively unnoticed until the mid-1970s.
around warrants further investigation.

The new trend of turn

What are the demographic,
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social and economic impacts of this migration trend?

Zuiches and

Brown stated that further research is required into population
redistribution.

The process through which population composition is

transformed over time should be systematically investigated as it
affects the structural system of society.

"Only on the basis of such

research can adequate policies for coping with future changes be
developed" (Zuiches and Drown, 1978: 72) .
Theoretically, we have a long way to go in understanding the
relationships between population size and composition on the one hand
and the social and economic situations on the other (Fuguitt, 1971) .
Schwarzweller stated that finding theoretical guidelines for the
investigation of migration patterns is not easy.
Despite the enormous volume and import of population
movements in the world today, the sociology of migration
remains a relatively unattended, immature field. Existing
theories of social change and societal or community
development, on the other hand, rarely consider the relevance
of population exchanges (or variations in the rates of such
exchanges) , and those that do are prone to treat the
phenomenon in social pathological terms, either as a system
disturbance or as a manifestation of capitalist exploitation
(Schwarzweller, 1979: 9) .
Schwarzweller called for an investigation and further
expansion of the theoretical knowledge regarding migration. There is
a need for a comprehensive analysis of the consequences of turn
around; the strains and changes that might be anticipated from "the
interplay between volume and selectivity of migration, population
growth and existing structural circumstances in rural America" (Ibid) .
Methodologically, this study added a relatively new dimension
in that previous research has dealt primarily with the causes of
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migration.

This work analyzed the relationships and consequences

of migration, which, though more difficult to research, is also
especially valuable to policy makers (Ibid) .
Objectives of the Study
The central objective of this study was to analyze the
relationship between the net migration patterns and changes in the
selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the
population of South Dakota by county from 1970 to 1980.

There were

five specific objectives:
1.

To determine the level and direction of net migration for
the counties of the state of South Dakota, 1970-80.

2.

To identify those counties with:
a. High levels of net out-migration 1970-80.
b. Turnaround migration 1970-80.

3.

To identify:
a. Selected demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics for all the counties of South Dakota
for 1970 and 1980.
b. Changes in the selected demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics for all the counties of South Dakota
from 1970 to 1980.
c. Which of these selected variables were significantly
related to patterns of net migration.

4.

To compare counties within the migration patterns:
a. High out-migration _counties in relation to changes in
selected demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics.
b. Turnaround counties in relation to changes in
selected demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics.

5.

To determine whether there is a significant difference
between high out-migration counties and turnaround
counties in relation to the selected demographic and
socioeconomic characteristics.
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Organization of the Dissertation
The remainder of the dissertation was organized as follows:
1.

Chapter II reviews the selected literature pertinent to
the subject and includes the research hypotheses which
develop out of that res�arch.

2.

Chapter III includes the theoretical framework and
research propositions.

3.

Chapter IV presents the research design and methodology.

4.

Chapter V presents the findings of the research.

5.

Chapter VI presents the summary, conclusions, and impli
cations of the study, and suggestions for future
research.

6.

Chapter VII includes the bibliography and appendix.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
I.

PAST RESEARCH AND FINDINGS

This chapter includes a review of the past empirical studies
that pertain to the research problem of this study as well as the
statement of the research hypotheses that emerge from this
literature.

The research cited includes analyses of the effect of

out-migration on the areas left behind as well as the impact of turn
around migration on the areas of destination.

The relationship of

these migration patterns are viewed in terms of changes in demo
graphic, economic, education, health and welfare indicators as well
as changes in selected social institutions.
Migration Patterns
Internal migration is the permanent movement of persons
within the boundaries of a single nation (Wrong, 1967: 82).

This is

in contrast to international migration which is movement of people
between nations.

According to Bogue, international migration plays

only a modest role in changing a nation's basic characteristics. This
is not the case in reference to internal migration.

It is the most

important single factor that explains why some communities grow
faster than others.

Birth rates and death rates between communities

in the same nation are often rather small in comparison with
migration rates.

As a result, the principal mechanism for redistri

buting the population within a nation is internal migration (Bogue,
1969: 752-53).
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One of the more precise statements that can be made regarding
migration is that it is selective by basic characteristics in the
population.

"The study of migration selectivity is the analysis of

the tendency for persons with particular traits or residency in
particular environments to be more migratory than is the general popu
lation" (Bogue, 1969: 758).
Selectivity by particular traits is further clarified:
"Migration tends to be selective of persons with particular character
istics (the young, the better educated, the unmarried, etc.)
Selective migration, therefore, helps to determine the spatial
pattern of differences between communities in population composition
and in the change in population composition that communities undergo
(Ibid: 753).
Selectivity by residency includes three basic patterns in
the United States.

The oldest and broadest of trends is the

continued movement of the population towards the West.

This has been

a strong trend throughout the historical settlement in the U.S.
Second has been the familiar rural to urban migration stream.

In

this trend movement has been out of rural areas to urban areas of
residence.

In fact Bogue states that, "When migrants in the U.S.

depart from one region for another at the present time, all but a
tiny fraction arrive at an urban or suburban destination.

By far the

greatest share arrive in urban areas"

Included

(Oogue, 1969: 765).

in this trend is the movement from farms.

Because so much of the

migration has been to urban areas, much of the research has dealt
with the areas of destination.

0 ·� 31
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probably has been greater than on urban areas" (Ibid: 767).

Closely

tied to this trend has been the mechanization of agriculture.

The

third distribution trend is the local deconcentration of urban
agglomerations. As cities grow they tend to move toward the periph
eries thus forming suburbs (Hawley and Mazie, 1981: 3-4).
This research concerns the patterns of migration in rural
America.

One of the basic problems of dealing with these patterns is

the lack of precision in the use of the term " rural."
Confusion is often associated with the use of the term
"rural" whether referring to areas or populations. Rural
is often used in a generic sense to mean those bucolic and
less settled areas outside cities and suburbs. However, the
term rural also has the more precise meaning of open country
and places of less than 2, 500 as defined by the Bureau of the
Census (Hawley and Mazie, 1981: 5) .
Another definition states that the word "rural" lacks
accuracy in every day use because it is so comprehensive yet so
imprecise.
It is much easier to speak of rural America than to define
it. In general, rural America•••refers to the people and
communities in the nation's nonmetropolitan counties--the
counties that have no cities with as many as fifty thousand
people (Dillman and Hobbs, 1982: 3) .
Because of the basic characteristics of the population of
South Dakota, the Census Bureau definition of rural is most appro
priate for this study; that is any county that does not have one
incorporated place of 2,500 or more inhabitants.

In fact, two-thirds

of the counties in South Daktoa are then rural by definition.
Another term used to describe rural America is nonmetropolitan which
is an area with cities of less than 50,000 inhabitants.

There is a

tremendous gap between the definition of rural (2,500 or less) and
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nonmetropolitan (50�000 or less) .

Though the review of literature

includes both rural and nonmetropolitan references, for South Dakota
the term rural is most appropriate.
Rural America
What does rural America look like?

Willits states that the

general characteristics of rural can be classified under ecological,
occupational and sociocultural:
Ecologically, rural areas have low population density, settle
ments of small absolute size, and communities that are
relatively isolated from other segments of society. Occu
pationally, rural areas involve extractive-types of
industries. Agriculture is the most widespread such industry
in rural America, although mining, forestry and fishing are
also included. Socioculturally, rural areas are charac
terized by a predominance of personal, face-to-face social
relationships among similar people and a comparative slowness
in altering traditional cultural heritage (Willits, et al.
1982: 70) .
Hobbs and Dillman present another view:
In popular culture, the concept of "rural" mixes sizable
portions of myth and nostalgia with reality•. • The " rural" of
popular culture is the bosom of virtue, honesty, hard work,
loyalty, and friendliness•••• But popular images also
include negative generalizations: rural schools are poor
schools, rural health care is poor health care, and rural
people are simple in lifestyle and thought (Hobbs and
Dillman, 1982: 2).
Over four hundred nonmetropolitan counties are still exper
iencing losses in population.

Still declining counties are located

primarily in the Great Plains and the Mississippi Delta (Wardwell
and Brown, 1980: 8) .
Demographically, rural areas as compared with urban areas
have a higher ratio of males to females; incomes are lower and
proportionately more families live in poverty, women are less likely
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to work outside the home, adults tend to have less formal schooling
and older persons are overrepresented in the population (Willits, et
al. 1982: 71).
On the other hand, rural America has been undergoing a
revitalization; a renaissance in growth particulary during the last
decade compared with metropolitan counties that grew by 5. 4 percent
between 1970 and 1977.

Nearly three-fourths of all nonmetropolitan

counties in the U. S. gained population during the 1970s (Wardwell and
Brown, 1980: 8) •
The new trend of gaining population would suggest changes and
impacts on the areas which are now being resettled (Sofranko, et al.
1981: 109).

This new image of rural America as the place to go for a

better quality of life has had an impact.

Ploch (1978) states that

the population dynamics occurring in rural areas in the mid and late
1970s are likely to have significant and continuing rural develop
mental consequences.

The consequences of the trend differ with the

composition, direction and magnitude of the migration.

Generally,

places experiencing turnaround are facing stresses and strains on
the existing services and facilities.
The remainder of this sectio·n will deal with empirical
studies that have investigated the impact and relationship between
out-migration in the "places left behind " as well as the impact on
the newly growing areas experiencing turnaround.
Out-1igration
1igration is selective.

In fact, Lee (1966) has observed

two of the more enduring generalizations that can be made about
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migration .

They are first , "migration is selective ( that is , not

everyone migrates , only a selected portion of the population actually
move ) .

Second , the heightened propensity to migrate at certain

stages of the life cycle is important in the selection of migrants . "
( Weeks , 1 982 : 1 52 ) .
Lee further specifies the relationship :
Taking all migrants together , selection tends to be bimodal .
For any given origin , some of the migrants who leave are
responding primarily to plus factors at destination and there
fore tend to be positively selected , while others are
responding to minus factors and therefore tend to be
negatively selected . Therefore , if we plot characteristics
of total migrants along a continuum ranging from poor to
excellent, we often get a J -shaped or U-shaped curve . Such
curves are found where the characteristics are either occu
pational class or education ( Lee , 1 966 : 56) .
This states then that specific people tend to move .
Actually , different people move away from rural areas than those who
move away from urban areas .

Likewise , different people move to rural

areas than those who move to urban areas .

The specific character

istics for these four groups of people differ .

Therefore , the impact

of their moving away or to an area changes depending on whether we
analyze the areas of origin or the areas of destination ( Lichter , et
al . 1979 ) .
Beale ( 1 964 ) states that it is important to focus on the
scope of depopulation resulting from loss in rural areas and to point
out some of the structural changes brought about in the residual
population--that is those people left behind (Beale , 1964: 265).
Beale ties the continuous loss of rural population to agricul
ture.

The rural areas experiencing loss are those areas tied solely
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to agriculture .

"The revival of rural growth is associated with

factors seldom related to the traditional rural primary industries of
farming , mining , and lumbering . " ( Beale , 1 964 : 26 5 ) .
In addition , Brown and Beale further state that :
Continuous population decline is largely found in very rural
settings . One-half of the cotmties in this category have no
villages or towns of 2 , 500 population or more . The average
population size is j ust 1 , 200 ; 23 percent are adj acent to
metropolitan areas and 1 9 percent have an interstate highway .
Two-thirds of these counties are found in the Great Plains
and Corn Belt region ( Brown and Beale , 1 981 : 51 ) .
Twenty percent of the counties in South Dakota have recorded
at least two decades of high out-migration ( over 1 5 percent).

Two

thirds of the counties recorded out-migration from 1 970 to 1 980
( Ri ley et al . 1 982 ) .

With this magnitude of out-migration , an

analysis of the relationship between out-migration and various
factors of these counties are important and will result in a specific
profile.
Demographic Factors in Out-Migr ation Areas
In this section , the spec ific factors of age composition and
sex composition are discussed .

Changes in these factors have an

important impact on the population .

Both are interrelated to aspects

involving education , occupation and other socioeconomic factors .
Age .
of migration.

Age composition is a direct result of the selectivity
More young adults move than do older people or

children. This results in a concentration of elderly in certain areas
and is one of the most characteristic aspects of norunetropolitan
America. In the Great Plains and Midwest , dec ades of uninterrupted
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out-migration of young adults have left a disproportionately high
number of elderly persons in many communities.

In fact many counties

now have one-sixth or more of their population at age sixty-five and
over with the proportion often reaching one-fifth of the population
(B�own and Beale, 1 98 1 : 34-35 ) .
Young Adults.

Beale further clarifies the situation when he

states that migration is rarely nonselective by age.

Most of the

reduction in the farm population has occurred through the heavy out
migration of young adults.
One aspect of rural migration that is often overlooked when
the question of selectivity is raised is the fact that in
areas where the total rural population has declined by as
little as 5-1 0 percent in a dec ade , the net out-migration of
young adults is typically more than 50 percent in the decade
( Beale, 1 964: 269 ).
Davis states that a disproportionate share of those who leave
agricultural areas are young adults .

In the U. S. in 1 970 , only 3 9 . 7

percent of the males employed in agriculture , forestry , and fishing
were aged 20-44 whereas 54. 2 percent of the total labor force were in

these ages.

As a consequence , the median age of males employed in

agriculture was 46. 1 year s , whereas for those employed in all
industries it was 40. 2 years ( Davis, 1 977 : 158 ) .
Birth Rates and Natural Decrease.

The effect of out-

migration on the age structure , however , is further modified and some
times counterbalanced by the influence of natural increase; and
influence of migration itself is partly indirect, coming through its
effect on births.

By selecting out young adults, out-migration
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lowers the rural crude birth rate , which then results in fewer
children and hence an older population .

On the other hand , a high

rate of natural increase creates a younger population with a higher
proportion of potential migrants ( Ib id ) .
In general , in rural areas , the typical process of decline
is for young adults to leave the comm�ity after finishing high
school and not return .

As successive classes leave , the average age

of the community rises and the age structure becomes distorted so
that there are more older people .

The birth rate begins to fall

because of the shortage of young adults and the population ages even
faster.

If the median age of the population passes thirty-five

years , deaths are

likely to begin to exceed births and then popula

tion declines due both to out-migration ans natural decrease ( Beale ,
1 974 : 1 5 ) .
Dependency Ratio.
Related to the age and b irth rates is the dependency ratio.
Changes in the community ' s age-sex structure will affect the
dependency ratio. Everywhere young persons dominate among
the rural out-migrants . Only migration of the elderly or the
very young reduces the dependency load and these groups are
1 7 ast likely to migrate ( Findley , 1 982: 3 56 ).
As a result of the prolonged and increasingly high net out

migration of young rural adults , a condition of natural decrease has
become evident .

This occurs when the number of b irths does not

exceed the number of deaths.

As the population of childbearing age

continues to migrate out , more older people are left.
number of deaths exceed the number of births.

Thus the

This excess occurs
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solely due to the distorted age structure ( Beale, 1 964: 269 ) .
Heil ( 1 97 1 ) found that in analyzing the counties o f South
Dakota that those counties with the highest net out-migration tended
to have the lowest percent increase in their fertility and a lower
proportion of children . He attributes this to the possible out
migration of whole families including the children .

Heil also found

that there was an increase in the proportion of older people in
nineteen of the counties of South Dakota between 1 960-70 .

On the

other hand , 41 percent of the counties experienced a decrease in the
proportion of older people.

Further , he found that the index of

aging which measures the potential for growth in a population rose in
those counties recording net out-migration .

Finally , Heil found that

the proportion of young adults was lowest in the counties with the
highest out-migration ( Heil , 1 97 1 : 6 1 -67 ).
Thus , out-migration results in population loss of the young
people because they are most likely to move.
childbearers .

These are the potential

As they migrate, the birth rate decreases.

people left behind tend to be older.
ratio as well as the median age.

Those

This increases the dependency

Natural decrease results when the

number of deaths exceeds the number ·o f births.
Sex composition.
of an area.

Migration also impacts the sex composition

In the Western world , migration out of rural areas char

acteristically involves more females than males leaving a masculine
sex ratio in the working ages.

This difference becomes more accentu

ated as the population becomes older.

This point is supported in the
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research on nonmetropolitan population migration in the U. S. ( Davis,
1 977; Zuiches and Brown, 1 978 ).

Davis states that because rural areas

retain men more than women, the result is an increase in the average
productivity per person.

But because migration is also selective for

the young adults, male and female, rural areas retain more young
children and older people thus decreasing the average productivity.
The actual ratio of males per 1 00 females in nonmetropolitan
areas declined from 1 00. 4 in 1 9 50 to 96. 9 in 1 970.

The sex ratio has

also declined in metropolitan areas from 97. 7 to 93. 8 during the same
time period.

This is primarily due to the growing disparity between

the length of life between the sexes ( Zuiches and Brown, 1 978 : 60 ) .
Hathaway, et al. ( 1 968) conclude that because of the selec
tivity of more women migrating out of rural ar�as, there is a reduction
in birth rates.

The surplus of males on farms and the general scarcity

of young aduJ ts between the ages of 1 5 and 35 are consequences of
migration. A further effect is a surplus of dependents ( children and
aged persons) relative to the gainfully employed.
Zuiches and Brown ( 1978 ) found that more females migrated than
males and that the nonmetropolitan out-migration stream had slightly

more females than the counterstream though these relationships were not
found to be significant.

Heil also found no significant relationship

between net out-migration and the sex ratio for young adults ( Heil,
1 971).
Socioeconomic Factors in Out-Migration Counties
Socioeconomic status can also be analyzed on a continuum as
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a consequence of the selectivity factor of migration.

Again, there

But in addition, there

are characteristics of migrants in general.

are diff erences between metro migrants and nonmetro migrants.

In this

section the characteristics of education, economic factors, health and
welfare are viewed in reference to out-migration areas.
Education.

In a study of the characteristics of migrants and

residents, Sofranko and Williams found that turnaround migrants have
considerably higher levels of formal education than the residents.
Over one-third of the males in the migrant groups had completed at
least some college while only 1 7 percent of the resident males had
attended college ( Sofranko and Williams, 1 980: 2 5).
Actually, migration is selective of both the most educated
as well as the least educated.

Those moving for positive reasons are

the better educated and more skilled people.
to negative or push factors.

People also move due

These people may not have enough skills

or education for the jobs available where they are so they move.

Over

all, migration is more selective of the most educated than the least
educated in the early youth age category.

After the early twenties,

migration patterns shift from the most educated youth to the least
educated. This continues through middle age and to older age groups
( Hamilton, 1 96 5: 23).
Lichter et al. found that all mover streams are characterized
by individuals with thirteen years or more of education.

This pattern

of educational selectivity is more pronounced in the norunetro sectors
( Lichter et al. , 1979: 646).

In addition, the nonmetro out migrants are
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better educated than those who remain behind with

44 percent of the

inmigrants to nonmetro areas having this educational background .
( Zuiches and Brown , 1 978: 67 ) .
The bulk of those migrants who leave rural areas seek a college
education or a specialized occupation .

Many of the careers open to

college graduates are disproportionately located in urban areas.
Throughout the Midwest , the major current educational difference be
tween urban and rural adults of les s than fifty years of age is the
proportion who have completed high school .

In fact, high school enroll

ment rates for 1 6- 1 7 year olds , are generally higher in rural areas
than urban .

But out-migration is not limited to the more ambitious .

It has taken so large a proportion of young people, especially We s t of
the Mis s is s ippi River that all economic and ability classes are repre
sented in the out-migration exodus .

This means that migration is most

selective by age, whatever the education or abilites ( Beale, 1974: 1 7 ) .
Yet , it is clear that the educational attainment of rural

populations has risen rapidly regardles s of the effects of out
migration.
In fact , the median years of school completed in nonmetro areas
for people 25 years of age and older increased from 8.7 years in 1950
to 1 1. 4 years in 1970.

This was a 2. 7 year increase compared with a

2. 1 year increase in metro areas.

The differential in formal educa

tional attainment between norunetro and metro sectors diminished from
1 .4 years in 1950 to only 0.8 in 1970 ( Zuiches and Brown, 1978: 62) .
It has been reported that on the whole, rural people have les s
formal education than their urban counterparts.

In 1975, the median
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number of school years completed by males 25 year s and older in urban
areas was 1 2. 5 versus 1 2. 2 years for rural nonfarm males and 1 1 . 0 for
rural farm males.
education.

Similar differences were found in urban/rural female

Further, the dropout rate is higher for rural areas. Urban

people are twice as likely to graduate from college as are those people
from rural areas ( Tremblay, et al. ; 198 2 : 5).
Occupational Status.
related to migration.

Employment and occupational status are

Again , migrants are represented on both ends

of a continuum ; employed and unemployed as well as high status and
low status occupations.
education.

Employment is interrelated with age and

Thus people who are highly educated move for higher

status occupations.

Lower educational levels may also migrate to

find employment.
Much of the discus sion regarding occupation in der.lining
areas revolves around the extent to which the area is dependent upon
agriculture.

Zuiches and Brown record, ironically, that the highest

fertility in nonmetro America has coincided with period s of contrac
tion of labor force needs of agriculture , mining and other tradi
tional rural and nonmetro industries.

Thus , out-m�gration was

neces sary to adjust the imbalance between supply of and demand for
labor resources in nonmetro areas ( Zuiches and Brown , 1 978: 56).
The sociodemographic and employment characteristics of contin
uous decline counties emphasized the rural nature of these areas.
Brown and Beale found that one-quarter of all jobs were in agricul
ture.

This was the highest percentage in an occupational category.
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Only 14 percent were in manufacturing (Brown and Beal e , 1 98 1: 5 1 ) .
In general , continuous decline is found among Great Plains
and Corn Belt areas that lack accompanying urbanization or
nonfarm job alternative . In-migration at retirement is
charcteristically low in declining counties (Ibid ).
"In many ways the earlier out-migrant was an institutional
feature of American rural life and a necessary mechanism for main
taining the integrity of family home stead and the local culture "
( Schwarzweller , 1 979: 1 6 ).
Numerous author s have reflected on the relationship of out
migration and percent employed in agriculture .

" Net migration of the

total population during 1 960 to 1 970 was related to the percentage
of workers in the county engaged in agriculture--the higher the pro
portion in agriculture the higher the net out-migration rate"
( Larson , 1 98 1 : 157 ) .
I n the North Central Region , the counties with 50 percent
or more of workers in agriculture in 1 960 had net out-migration of
19 percent of the total population ; but 66 percent of the males age s
20-24 migrated .

Counties with le s s than 1 0 percent in agriculture

had virtually no los s by net migration of the total population and
only 6 percent los s of the male s ages _ 20-24 (Ibid ) .
Beale ( 1 976 ) found that the influence o f out-migration from
areas most dependent on farming was reflected in loss of total popula
tion-a 1 0. 7 percent loss from 1 960-70 for counties with 30 percent
or more employed in agriculture.

With the population reversal of the

1 970s , the net out-migration and population loss were greatly reduced
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in farming areas.

The counties with 30 percent or more of the work

force in agriculture had net out-migration drop to less than 1
percent from 1 970-74 ( Ibid: 1 58 ) .
Employment status also varies due to differential migration .
Sofranko and Williams found that metro origin migration inflow
contains a sizeable number of retired persons ( 32 percent of the male
metro origin migrant household heads ) .

As a result of this , male

in-migrants from metro counties have the lowest level of full-time
employment. Likewise, the youngest migrant group shows the highest
level of full-time labor force participation ( Sofranko and Williams,
1 980: 26 ).
When viewing the blue-collar classification , Sofranko and
Williams reported that for males and females employed full-time , both
metro and nonmetro migrants were more likely to be in upper white
collar j obs than residents.

Nonmetro origin migrants have the lowest

proportion of blue-collar j obs ( 1 6 percent ) ; nonmetro residents the
highest rate at 27 percent ( Ibid ).

Lichter et al. also reported that

migrants were more likely to be in upper white-collar jobs if they
were in that migratory stream ( Litchter et al. , 1 979: 657) .

Bogue ( 1 969 ) found that rates· of migration are far higher for
white collar workers than blue collar.

" Professional workers are

more migratory by far than any other occupational group.

Second

position is held by managerial-proprietary occupations.

Laborers

( nonfarm) tend to be the least mobile" (Bogue, 1 969: 770).
Average income and poverty.

Average levels of income and
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also average number of families below the poverty level are related
to migration.

There would appear to be interrelationships between

the age , education and occupational levels of migrants and non
migrants .

Bogue ( 1 969 ) states that migration rates are highest among

family heads earning $7 , 000 per year or more ; and lowest among those
earning less than $2 , 000 per year ( Bogue, 1 969: 77 1 ) .
" The median family income i s related to education and
occupation . In 1 950 in nonmetropolitan America the median
family income was $2 , 300, only two-thirds of the metropolitan
median. , By 1 970 median family income increased over $7 , 800
in nonmetropolitan areas , nearly three-fourths of the metro
figure" ( Zu�ches and Brown , 1 978: 62 ).
Heil found that in South Dakota , the greater the rate of net
out-migration the greater the percentage increase in the proportion
of families below the poverty level ( Heil , 1 97 1 : 87 ).
More recent information supports these findings.
The poverty rate in nonmetro America ( 1 3 . 9 percent) is still
one-third higher than the poverty rate in metro areas ( 10. 4
percent ) , and the poverty income gap ( the difference between
income and the poverty threshold ) is greater for the nonmetro
poor than for the metro poor ( Seninger and Smeeding ,
1 98 1 : 368 ) .
There is in fact an inverse relationship between community
size and the incidence of poverty .

Family incomes in greater metro

politan areas was found to be nearly double those in the totally
rural counties studied.

"The lowest rate of white ( 6. 5 percent ) and

nonwhite (2 1. 9 percent ) poverty appears on the fringes of the greater
metropolitan areas and increases consistently to a high of 27. 4
percent ( whites ) and 59. 2 percent ( nonwhites ) in totally rural
counties not ad jacent to an SMSA" ( Chadwick and Bahr , 1 978: 1 85 ) .
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Paradoxically, the higher incidence of poverty in rural areas
is accompanied by the availability of a lower quality of public as
sistance.

Reasons for this include the fact that rural areas do not

have a tax base sufficient to support a well-developed system of
public assistance.

Rural people also seem to be conservative and

opposed to " liberal welfare" and many of the needy in rural areas
refuse to accept aid even when it is available ( Ibid: 1 85- 1 86 ).
Three basic considerations are deemed important in relation
to poverty in rural areas.

These include employment , age of workers

and minority group status.

As minimum wages and other benefits have

been applied to agricultural workers , the percentage of low income
families has declined.

Also, due to the concentration of poverty

among the elderly and more elderly in rural areas, this results in
more poverty for rural areas ( Hassinger , 1 978: 360-36 1).
Unemployment and underemployement are affected by out
migration. If the migrant was unemployed prior to leaving , unemploy
ment rates may fall in the area of origin; but if the migrant was a
s tudent or not in the labor force then there will be no observable
changes.

Likewise , changes in per capita income or productivity

levels depends on the contribution of the migrant before and after
migration ( Findley, 1 982: 356).
Study of the rural impacts of out-migration shows that it can
result in productivity increase for the remaining workers
only if such migration removes redundant labor, causes
remaining workers to intensify their labor, or induces tech
nological changes in response to changing labor-force
conditions ( Ibid).
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Institutions and Social Service s
Due to the selectivity of migration in terms of age , educa
tion and occupation , it would follow that certain change s occur in
the areas of destination and origin in reference to s ervice needs.
Because the people who leave are different from the people who stay ,
s ervice s and needs may differ.
Morrison studied pers istent and s evere migration from St.
Louis and concluded that it had altered the structure of the popula
tion.

The changes have affected the city's capacity to meet the

need s of the increasingly disadvantaged population that remains and
they have also affected the population's capacity to regenerate
its elf. Migration changed the compos ition of the population ,
resulting in a disproportinate number of citizens who are disadvan
taged or need special service s.

Problems of dependency and poverty

are key consequence s of this out-migration pattern in St. Louis
(Morrison , 1 977: 250).
Beale notes that the social and economic conse quences of out
migration are severe and perplexing.
by low density settlements.

Rural areas are characteriz ed

When this is combined with small total

populations and steadily declining population , the impact can be
staggering (Beale, 1964: 272 ).
Historically , rural people have been disadvantaged in regard
to the quality and quantity of public service s that contribute
to their well-being or full life ; fire and police protection ;
educational , religious and transportation facilitie s; welfare
activitie s, health care ; water , refus e , and s ewage systems.
Such rural disadvantage stems largely from relatively small,
scattered populations that contribute to a high cost per person
of providing s ervices (Willits, 1982: 7 1 ) .
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In 1967 , the President ' s National Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty report, The Places Left Behind , observed that the decline in
population in rural areas has brought
"some creative as well as s ome not so creative adaptations .
In fact , material poverty is more wide-spread , overcrowding
in housing more prevalent , suicide rates and rates of crime
against property , morbidity and mortality rates higher and
the services poorer in rural areas than in urban places"
( Wilkenson , 1978: 119 ) .
There is in fact a synergistic effect between population and
services provided .

Coelen and Fox state that whereas population

affects services , so services affect populations and there is an inter
active effect developed ( Coelen and Fox , 1981: 606-607).
Rogers ( 1982) also states that population decline affects
services.
" The typical pattern of change with population is that youth
leave , the average age rises , the birth rate falls and income
declines. This selectivity movement of people increases the
burden on remaining res idents through extra costs and lower
levels of service . As the number of persons employed declines ,
the number of persons to be serviced and the number of persons
who share in the cost of the service also decline. Research is
needed to identify the impact of population shifts on sources
and the alternatives available to local governments for dealing
with these shifts. Research is also needed on the cost of
supplying public services in sparsely populated areas " ( Rogers ,
1982: 149-150).
This research investigates three basic services: education ,
health and welfare, and retail trade .
Education .
this institution.

The cost of education is the primary problem of
Consolidation of schools has been one answer.

Yet

it is difficult to gain support for rural school programs when local
people see their "investment in education" leaving the community.
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In addition, the special services such as remedial reading and teacher
workshops are difficult to maintain in rural areas (Ellenbogen, 1974).
Betrand contends that:
Schools in a declining community also exhibit characteristic
patterns of organizational atrophy. Since school financing
is a local matter to a considerable extent, reductions in the
tax base are reflected immediately in salaries, supplies build
ing repair, and extracurricular activites • • • • When enrollments
eventually begin to drop, school administrations become apa
thetic and the formal educational function becomes more a token
effort than anything else ( Bertrand, 1980 : 198).
Consolidation of schools has been one of the mechanisms for
coping with declining rural populations.

"The argument against the

small school is that an adequate range of subjects taught by well
trained teachers cannot be offered with few students" (Hassinger, 1978 :

303 ) .
Hassinger lists at least four factors which have been instru
mental in the consolidation of school districts.

These include a

decline in the rural population which left many small school districts
with few children of school age.

Better roads and the use of bus trans

portation has made larger school districts feasible.

In addition, the

aspirations of rural people for quality education have increased and
the technical demands of quality education have required larger schools
(Ibid).
Consolidation has been the source of bitterness and problems
in the community.

"Citizens see loss of the school as a threat to

the integrity of their community and to its very existence. "

The

economic impact is considerable as the school may have represented
the community's largest public expenditure.

More serious may be the
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shift in loyalties upon consolidation and local businesses and other
institutional aspects of the community may suffer ( Hassinger, 1978:
303 ).
Welfare.

As The People Left Behind documents, a high per-

centage of rural people are poor, disabled, aged and otherwise in need
of welfare and social service programs.

In 1975, the Census Bureau

reported less than 10 percent of the metropolitan population were below
the poverty level while 14 percent of the nonmetropolitan were class
ified as poor ( Rainey and Rainey, 1978: 138 ) .

Put another way, whereas

one-in-nine urban residents live below the poverty level, one-in-six
rural residents are in this situation ( Tremblay et al., 1982: 5 ) .
In comparison of rural versus urban families, Tremblay found
that rural median family income was lagging.

In fact, for 1976, the

median family income was $ 1 3, 952 in the central cities ; $ 17, 101 in
the suburban areas and $ 12, 83 1 in the rural areas (Ibid: 4).
Looff reports . that there is a clustering of physical and social
pathologies in dying communities.
"most of these communities, in time, become poverty-striken
areas, which, are usually marked by disease, substandard
housing, inadequate education, broken homes, and chronic
unemployment. Poverty and disease are often inseparable • • •
there are more pregnancies with little or no prenatal care,
and the infant mortality rates are two or three times as high
as that in more affluent sections " • • • and a host of other
preventable and correctable conditions may prevail" ( Looff,
1980: 232-233 ).
Yet Beale (1974) states that:
It cannot be said that decline of population has prevented
income increase. Though losing population areas had lower
average family incomes than those gaining, this related to
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the typical heavy dependence on agriculture. But as a class ,
the declining counties experienced more rapid rates of income
growth from 1959-1969 than did those where population was in
creasing (Beale, 1974 : 17 ).
Health.
in rural America .

A general paradox is evident regarding health care
"Despite a greater need for health care services ,

nonmetro Americans have fewer health care resources and are less a
part of the health care system" (Rosenblatt, 1981: 625 ) .
Rural society is characterized by low density o f settlement
this sparseness of population is paralleled by a relative
paucity of social services • • • • In a rural setting very often
the entire spectrum of health services is dependent on an
aging physician or obsolescent hospital (Ibid: 614 ) .
Because of the demographic composition of nonmetro areas,
especially the larger numbers of elderly and disadvantaged, there
is a greater relative need for medical care services.

"But medical

care services are distributed along gradients other than need and
the resulting disparity is particularly acute in nonmetro areas"
(Ibid: 623 ) .
Though the decreasing supply o f doctors and dentists in rural
areas is a major problem.
Hospital beds, paradoxically, are distributed much more
equally with respect to population, largely as a result of
massive federal investment in nonmetro community hospitals • • •
These hospitals are considerably smaller, offer fewer services
and are less financially stable than their metro counterparts
(Ibid: 620).
In summary, it appears that rural areas have less access to
health care services and physicians.
health care has grown.

The gap betwen rural and urban

While rural areas have a disproportionate

number of elderly people and low income families with greater health
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care needs than the average, they also have poorer access to services .
Summary o f Out-Migration

Age .

Because young adults are most likely to migrate, this

has an impact on the age composition of the areas left behind .

The

average median age tends to be older .
Dependency ratio .

The dependency ratio is higher .

The

productive age group migrate leaving fewer to support the dependency
group .
Birth rate .

Because younger people are the more reproductive

age group, when they migrate this results in the birth rates
dropping .
Fertility ratio .

The fertility ratio is lower because their

are fewer women in the childbearing years .
Mortality rate .

Likewise, as older people are left in a popu

lation, they are more likely to die than younger people, on the
average .

Thus the mortality rate will increase .
Sex ratio .

male labor .

Traditionally , the nonmetro economy has demanded

Consequently the sex ratio has been higher than in metro

areas .
Educational factors .

Educational attainment has been lower

for nonmetro areas than for metro areas but the gap between educa
tional attainment has been decreasing .
Economic factors .
economics .

Type of industry is one indicator of

Rural areas have predominatly been areas with high concen

tration of agriculture and extractive employment .

As agricultural
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jobs have declined due to mechanization, few alternative industries
have replaced previous agriculturally related jobs.

Unemployment and

underemployment tend to be higher in rural areas.
Average income and poverty are two other economic factors.
The greater the level of out-migration the greater the percentage
of families below the poverty level.

The median family income is

also lower for nonmetro areas.
Institutions and social services.
related to the population they serve.

Social services are

As the population changes or

declines, so the services change.
Education.

Education in rural areas has undergone consoli

dation as the one-room school house has given way to larger town
schools. There are fewer schools and fewer teachers per student in
rural areas.
Welfare.

Welfare is a paradox in rural areas.

Though rural

areas have a higher proportion of poor, disabled and aged people,
resources and welfare services are less available.
Health.

Likewise, health and poverty are interrelated.

Medical personnel are less available to rural areas and hospital
facilities are smaller and less well equipped in rural areas.

TURNAROUND MIGRATION
"Renaissance, " "revival, " and "rebirth" have been used to
describe what has been happening in nonmetropolitan America.

This

growth of nonmetro areas has taken demographers by surprise.

Fuguitt
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(1979 ) states that for perhaps the first time in American history ,
nonmetro areas are growing faster than metro areas.

The most rapid

growth in the countryside is in the most rural counties with the
smallest or no growth occurring in the urban place s.

Open-space

areas are growing faster in rural counties than the towns and cities
in these same counties.

This growth pattern in nonmetro areas is

uniformly found in all of the U. S. census regions.
Perhaps the most dramatic and unexpected change in migration
patterns in the U. S. in recent decades was the "turnaround"
in population growth in nonmetro areas in the 1970s. Histori
cally rural areas almost continuously have had net out
migration to urban areas, as young people left farms and
small towns to go to the j obs and other attractions of the
cities and their suburbs. Throughout the 1970s, however,
more persons moved from urban areas to rural areas than in
the opposite direction (Long, 1982: 364).
"This change in pattern was the result of fewer persons
leaving nonmetro areas as well as more persons moving to norunetro
areas from ciites and suburbs.

In a sense, this new pattern entails

both a back-to-the-countryside aspect and a stay-in-the-countryside
aspect" (Ibid ).
In an analysis of the change in mobility rates from 1965-70
to 1970-75 , Zuiches and Brown found two complementary demographic
forces operating to produce net in-migration for nonmetropolitan
areas during the early 1970s.

First the number of migrants to non

metro areas increased by 23 percent from the figures in late 1960s.
In addition, out-migration from nonmetro decreased about 12 percent
from the late 1960s.

These areas have therefore retained many people

who earlier might have migrated to the cities (Zuiches and Brown ,
1978:65) .
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Three-fourths of all nonmetro counties registered population
gains from either natural increase or migration or both .

This is

in comparison to one-half in the 1960s and two-fifths in the 1950s .
More specifically, net migration gains ( more migrants moving in than
out ) occurred in nearly two-thirds of all nonmetro counties compared
with only one-fourth in the 1960s and one-tenth in the 1950s ( Morrison
and Wheeler, 1976 : 3-4 ) .
In America, the revival of nometro growth has been dramatic.
The nonmetropolitan counties together registered a net out-migration
of 300, 000 per year during the 1960s are now gaining about 380, 000
migrants per year .

Net migration in nonmetro areas reversed from

-0. 6 to +0 . 7 percent annually ( Morrison and Wheeler, 1976: 1 1 ).
An intriguing issue in the norun&ro population growth is its
effect on the character and image of "rural America . "

Demograph

ically speaking, metro decline and nonmetro growth are the reverse
of each other and of the long-standing trend toward metro growth and
nonmetro decline; but they are culturally asymmetrical .

Country

migrants who move to the city for the opportunities inherent in
bigness are further enhancing that bigness.

But city migrants who

move to the country for the charm of smallness only add to the growth.
If they demand urban amenities, the rural character they prized is lost
( Ibid).
Reasons for Turnaround
Reasons for this turnaround are still being investigated.
Four are suggested by Long:
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1)
2)
3)
4)

decentalization of employment opportunities.
growth of local government services.
renewed energy extraction creating nonmetro jobs.
increased retirement and recreational pursuits (Long,
1981: 364 ).

Calvin Beale discusses why there has been a turnaround. Since
1970 , it has gradually become apparent that rural areas have indeed
turned a corner in their ability to retain or acquire population.
This should have been obvious since the main source of exodus has
been flight from the farms.

With the farm population at one-third

of its former size by the late 1960s , the outflow would be expected
to taper off ( Beale, 1978: 49 ).
Beale lists three major reasons for rural growth .
the spread of retirement areas and recreation areas.

First is

Second has been

the growth of colleges and universities often located in more rural
areas .

Third is the growth of manufacturing in norunetro areas during

the 1960s (Ibid. 50-52).
Schwarzweller states that "the heavy out-migration of people
from rural communities over the years, although without doubt posing
a severe economic drain on those communities, was probably not as
disruptive of the prevailing social organization as the arrival of
large numbers of newcomers is bound to be" (Schwarzweller, 1979: 16) .
In other words, turnaround will result in a greater impact on the
social system than has heavy out-migration.
Who Are the Turnaround Migrants?

Sofranko and Williams ask

who are the migrants moving to nonmetropolitan America?

"Perhaps the

most general and accurate observation one can make about the new
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migrants is that they cannot be characterized easily" (Sofranko and
Williams , 1980 : 19) .

They feel that the current stereotypical notions

of who the migrants are will have to be modified .
research can reflect who the migrants are not .

More clearly, the

They are not upper

middle class professionals escaping the confines of city living ; they
are not elderly migrants going back to their childhood home ; they are
not environmentalists or homesteaders engaged in a "back-to-the-land"
movement (Sofranko and Williams, 1980 : 19).
The literature has related that migrants are not the same
as nonmigrants in particular characteristics.

"The fact that migrants

are not representative of the general population they leave or to the
population to which they move has obvious implications .

Essentially it

suggests that movement has patterned s ociai, economic, and demographic
determinants and consequences" (Goldscheider, 1 97 1 : 299). Demogra
phically speaking, metropolitan decline and norunetropolitan growth are
the reverse of each other and of the long-standing trend toward metro
growth and nonmetro decline .

But in fact, there are specific differ

ences between those who move from metro areas and those who move from
nonmetro areas ( Zuiches and Brown, 1 978: 65-68 ) .
There is, in effect, an unequal interchange between the
migration streams which has an impact on the population of both the
sending and receiving areas.

As Morrison and Wheeler have observed:

The people that the nonmetropolitan areas gain, although
younger and better skilled than the resident population, are
nevertheless older and less skilled than those who leave.
Thus, it can be said that migration tends to reduce 'human
capital' and the potential for natural increase in nonmetro
politan areas (Morrison and Wheeler, 1 976: 1 ).
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This means that though nonmetro areas appear to be gaining
population, the migrants to the areas are different than the people
who have moved out of the area over the years.

Nonmetro areas have

more outmigrants in the younger age category and more inmigrant s who
are retired people.

Turnaround migration cannot be viewed as

replacing population with identical characteristics as the population
that has previously moved out.

There are specific implication from

this that require more thorough research.
The characteristics of turnaround counties are "intermediate
between continuously growing and declining areas in terms of popula
tion size and location • • • In population size , they are much closer to
the declining category.

Moderate turnaround counties are much more

highly urbanized then extreme turnaround areas. "

In general , turn

around counties have relatively low per capita income and a high
initial proportion of employment in agriculture (Brown and Beale,
1 981: 5 1).
Demographic Factor s of Turnaround Counties

Age .

Roughly equal portions of nonmetro destination migrants

are older, middle-aged and young.

Overall , the tabulations show the

migrants to be younger than residents.

This is consistent with the

findings of Sofranko and Williams which state that there is an
inverse relationship between age and propensity to move.

The in

migrant from metro areas to nonmetro have a higher proportion in the
fifty-five plus age groups than the nonmetro residents ( Ibid:23).
"Retirement-related migration is certainly in evidence, but
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it is considerably offset by gains in population at younger ages and ,
thus , at a regional level does not by itself threaten to further skew
the age composition of the nonmetropolitan Midwest toward the aged"
( Ibid ) .
In fact , in Poston's analysis of continuous growth , reverse
turnaround , continuous decline and turnaround nonmetropolitan
counties , it was found that turnaround counties consisted of 13. 8
percent retirement counties whereas continuous decline had only 3 . 2
percent retirement counties ( Poston , 1983: 30 ) .
Sex composition
Specific data on the sex composition of nonmetro destination
migrants is sparse.

From Sofranko and Williams data it appears that

slightly more females than males are migrating to norunetro areas.
Further , Zuiches and Brown found that more females migrated than
males and the nonmetro out-migration stream had slightly more females
than the counterstream though these relationships were not found to
be significant (Sofranko and Williams , 1980: 27; Zuiches and Brown ,
1978).
Further evidence of the demographic characteristics of non
metro destination migrants is lacking irt the research.

This study

will fill in some of the gaps in knowledge concerning , birth rates
death rates , and dependency ratios of the nonmetropolitan turnaround
population.

It would be expected that birth rates would be higher ,

death rates lower , and the dependency ratio lower due to the in
migration of younger people as compared to the residents.
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Socioeconomic Factors of Turnaround Counties
The factors of education, economics, health, and welfare will
be discussed in this section.
Education.

In their study of migrants and residents of non

metropolitan areas, Sofranko and Williams found that migrants have
considerably higher levels of formal education than the residents .
Over one-third of the males in the migrant groups had completed at
least some college while only 17 percent of the resident males had
attended college (Sofranko and William, 1980 : 25).
Lichter et al . found that mover streams in general are charac
terized by individuals with thirteen years or more of education. This
pattern of education selectivity is most pronounced in the nonmetro
origin sectors · (Lichter et al., 1979: 646) .
The nonmetro out-migrants are better educated with 44 percent
having completed one or more years of college.

Only 34 percent of

the inmigrants to nonmetro areas have this educational background
(Zuiches and Brown, 1978 : 67).
In general, in-migrants are contributing to the educational
levels of nonmetropolitan counties (Sofranko and Williams, 1980 : 2 5) .
Economic Factors
Employment status.

"Migrants to nonmetro areas tend to be

employed in upper white collar occupations in greater proportions
than residents.

Both male and female migrants seem to be an occupa

tional asset to nonmetropolitan, high out-migration areas of the
Midwest. "

In keeping with the higher employment status is the factor
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of income.

A majority of migrant households (53 percent ) earn more

than $10, 000 a year (Sofranko and Williams, 1980: 26 ) .
Poston ( 1983 ) found that turnaround counties had 14 percent
of the population employed in agriculture compared with 20. 5 percent
in continuous decline counties.

On the other hand, turnaround had

21. 8 percent employed in manufacturing compared with 17.1 percent
in continuous decline counties (Poston , 1983: 30 ) .
Further, supply and demand for unskilled labor can be met
within the local labor market; but the more highly skilled the occu
pation, the more likely supply and demand for the skill will extend
away from the local to regional or national levels ( Shaw, 1975: 24) .

Besher ( 1961 ) found that professional and skilled persons
are more likely to migrate while farmers and farm managers were least
likely to migrate (Ibid: 25).
Information regarding the extent of poverty, or underemploy
ment of the turnaround population is not available.

It would be

expected that the rates in these categories would be lower than those
of the nonmetro residents.
Unemployment.

Unemployment is an interesting factor in that

"a fundamental component of the economic push-pull theory is that
increasing levels of unemployment at a place of origin stimulates
out-migration and increasing levels of unemployment at possible
places of destination deters in-migration" (Shaw, 1975: 72) .

This

research will determine whether there is more unemployment in the
areas of origin or the area of destination.
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Social Institutions
More literature is available on the impact of turnaround on
This is primarily due to the dramatic

the areas of destination.

effects of high in-migration on areas that have been called boom
towns. These areas may be rich in resources and emerge almost over
night. Services and facilities require time to develop to meet the
needs of new residents.

Considerable controversy may arise between

" oldtimers" and the new residents as perceptions of needs for the
community may conflict.
Rogers (1982 ) describes the process that takes place with
turnaround or rapid growth.
"Rapid growth overburdens existing facilities and programs,
creates new expectations from in-migrants, and produces a lag
between new service demands and the new tax base needed to
pay for expansion. Many local governments are not equipped
to handle the impact of growth coming after decades of
decline • • • new residents may press for new services •
• • • Research is needed on what service needs will develop with
community expansion and what new service needs should be
anticipated " (Rogers, 1982: 149 ) .
Thus, turnaround migration may result in benefits and
burdens.

One of the basic assumptions of the demographic aspects of

the impact issue is that the composition of the people moving in is
different than those already there.

Migrants are younger, better

educated and more likely to be employed in higher occupational status
jobs.

What difference does it make that these new people, who are

somewhat different from local residents, move in?

Part of the answer

depends on how many people move in and how quickly they come
(Sofranko et at. , 1981:108 ) .
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Education
Ploch also states that the consequences of the turnaround
trend depends on the composition, direction and magnitude of the
population. In his study of Maine, Ploch found that turnaround migra
tion had an impact on several institutions.

First, the high educa

tional attainment of the inmigrants lead them to support improvements
in the educational system of their chosen communities.

There in fact

have been several conflicts in Maine primarily between recent in
migrants and residents over educational policy ( Ploch, 1978: 302).
Rathage studied a turnaround county in Michigan and concluded
that there was a direct impact on the educational institution.
school population increased creating severe overcrowding.
bond requests became difficult to pass.

The

School

New or improved services

were demanded by new residents ( Rathage, 1982: 25-26).
Price and Clay concluded that the consequences of population
growth in rural areas may upgrade the skill level of the labor force,
proved support for previously unavailable services and generate the
necessary income for commercial and business enterprises.

The impact

can be jarring as was evidenced in the conflict between the values
and needs of in-migrants and "oldtimers" ( Price and Clay, 1980) .
Health and Welfare Services
A sizable increase in the proportion of persons in a rural
community or area with experience in the professions and managerial
occupations is likely to have profound developmental and policy con
sequences.
tion.

The demands for services vary from the resident popula

The kinds of services the in-migrants can provide are quite
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often in short supply, such as physicians.

Ploch found for the first

time in many years that a number of rural Maine communities had an
adequate number of health practitioners ( Ploch, 1 978: 302).
Thus, because of thei:r value orientations and potential use
fullness as employees, employers, and public office holders, in
migrants may well be a rural development resource.

Because of their

youth, high levels of advanced education and upper white collar
training, these inmigrants can positively impact their communities
( Ibid).
Rathge cites further studies in Washington ' s Puget Sound,
northern California, and northern Arkansas where an influx of popula
tion initiated heightened anxiety among oldtimers and newcomers and
erupted into bitter conflict.

Rathge found that there is a direct

impact on four specific social institutions: education, government,
economy, and health and social services in a turnaround county in
Michigan. New or improved services were demanded by inmigrants and
health care and welfare facilities were strained ( Rathge, 1 982: 25-26).
Summary of Turnaround
Age.

Migration varies inversely with age and the greatest

propensity to migrate is in the age group 20-29 years.

There is also

a selection of migrants at retirement in the age group of 65-75 which
has an impact on turnaround counties.
Sex.

There appears to be little selectivity according to

sex.
Education.

Migration is highly selective with respect to
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education.

The higher the level of education the more likely people

are aware of different opportunities and amenities elsewhere.
Occupation.
migrate into areas.

More highly s killed persons are more likely to
Turnaround counties are likely to have less

employment in agriculture but more employment in manufacturing.
Services and Institutions.

Services and institutions may

expect overload , stresses and s trains.

It takes time for an area to

adjus t to large or sudden increases of people because it takes time
and funding to build and equip new ins titutions.
II. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
The literature review presented migration patterns and the
relationship between those patterns and selected demographic and
socioeconomic variables.
The hypotheses are written in reference to patterns of net
migration.

Viewing migration on a continuum, it was expected that

certain relationships changed as the pattern of net migration moved
from in-migration patterns to high out-migration patterns.

It was

anticipated that the characteristics of out-migration counties were
the opposite of the characteristics of �n-migration counties.
The specific patterns of net migration for this study were as
follows:
(1)
( 2)
( 3)
( 4)

in-migration, 1970 and 1980
turnaround migration, out-migration 1970 and in
migration in 1980
reverse turnaround, in-migration 1970 and out-migration
1980
out-migration, below 15 percent migration 1970 or 1980
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( 5)

high out-m igration, 15 percent out-migration and over
for both decades • .

The greater the pattern of net migration refers to the
greater the out-migration.
It was hypothesized that the characteristics of turnaround
counties would be found between the out-migration and the in
migration.

But Brown and Beale ( 198 1 ) stated that turnaround

counties in their study were closer in characteristics to out
migration counties.

This may be due to two specific factors.

Though

turnaround is technically in-migration, the turnaround pattern is
historically new.

Therefore the impact of it was expected to be

different than continuous in-migration.

In addition, the magnitude

of turnaround varied within the counties of South Dakota .

This may

also result in differences in the selected demographic and socio
economic variables.

The following research hypotheses emerged from

the literature:
Demographic Factors
It was hypothesi zed that:
Fertility
1.

The greater the pattern of . net migration the greater the

percent decrease in the crude birth rate.
2.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent decrease in the fertility rate.
Mortality
3.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the
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percent increase in the crude death rate.
4.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent increase in the infant death rate.
Age Compos ition
5.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent decrease in the proportion of young children as measured by
the child dependency ratio.
6.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent increase in the proportion of young adults as reflected in
the young adult ratio.
7.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent increase in the proportion of older adults as reflected in
the index of aging.
8.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent increase in the general dependency ratio.
9.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent change in the age dependency ratio.
10.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent change in the median age.
Sex Composition
1 1.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater

the percent increase in the sex ratio.
Socioeconomic Factors
It is hypotesized that:
Education
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12 .

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater

the percent increase in the proportion of adults 25 years old and
over with a high school education .
13.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the number of schools per resident.
14.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase of the number of teachers per student.
15.

The greater the pattern o f net migration the lower the

percent increase in the number of students.
16.

The greater the pattern o f net migration the lower the

percent increase in the average daily membership of students.
17.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the cost per average daily membership .
Economics
18 .

The greater the pattern of net migrati on the greater

the percent increase in the percent employed in agriculture.
19 .

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater

the percent increase in the percent unemployed.
20.

The greater the pattern of net migration the greater the

percent change in employment.
21.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the percent employed in selected nonagricultural
industries ( wholesale, retail, service and manufacturing).
22.

The greater the pattern of net migrati on the greater

the percent increase in the proporti on of individuals below the
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poverty level.
23.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the per capita income.
Health
24.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the proportion of hospitals per resident.
25.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the personnel employed in the hospitals.
26.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the proportion of hospital admissions.
27.

The greater the patte rn of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the payroll in the hospitals.
Business
28 .

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the proportion of business.
29.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the number of business employees .
30.

The greater the pattern of net migration the lower the

percent increase in the business payroll.
Institutions
The institiutions were those reported as total schools, total
businesses and total hospitals.

The greater the pattern of net migra

tion the lower the percent increase in these institutions.
De finition of terms
Migration is the movement of population; the movement of people
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across a specified boundary for the purpose of residing ( Shryock,
1976 : 349 ).
Net migration is the net effect of inmigration and out-migration on
an area ' s population expressed in positive or negative terms
( Ibid : 363) .
Migrant one who changes residence between communities ( Ibid: 349).
Norunigrant one who does not change residence ( Ibid).
High net out-migration defined for this study as a negative rate of
migration at 15 percent or higher ( McNamara, 1974: 14).
Turnaround migration occurs over a two decade period when an area
that gains population after previously losing population ( Sofranko et
al. 198 1: 109 ).
Urban is a Census designation that includes all cities of 50, 000 or
more inhabitants and settled areas around them, plus all incorporated
and unincorporated places with at least 2 , 500 inhabitants.
( Population Reference Bureau, 1978: 39 ).
Rural an area with a population of less than 2, 500 (Ibid).
Metropolitan area is a Census designation of a large concentration
of population usually an area with 100, 000 or more inhabitants and
containing at least one city with 50, 000 or more inhabitants and
those administrative areas bordering the city which are socially and
economically integrated with the city ( Ibid).
orunetropolitan area is a Census designation of an area smaller that
the metropolitan area ( Ibid).
Out-migrant

is one who leaves the area of origin ( Weeks, 1982: 15 1).
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In-migrant is in reference to the area of destination (Ibid).
Birth rate indicates the number of live births per 1, 000 population
in a given year (Population Reference Burea, 1978: 17).
Death rate is the number of deaths per 1, 000 population in a given
year (Population Reference Bureau, 1978: 27).
Natural increase is the surplus of births over deaths in a given
population in a given time period (Ibid: 56).
Natural decrease is the deficit of births over deaths in a population
in a given time period.
Sex ratio is the number of males per 100 females in a population
(Ibid: 58).
Age-dependency ratio is the ratio of persons in the ages defined as
dependent (under 15 and over 64 years) to those in the ages defined
as economically productive ( 15 to 64 years) in the population
(Ibid: 5 1).

CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
Kerlinger states that the ul timate aim of science is theory.
He defines theory as "a set of interrelated constructs (concepts) ,
definitions and propositions that present a systematic view of
p henomena by spec i fying relat ions among variables, with the purpose
of explaining and pred icting the phenomena " (Kerl inger , 197 3: 9) .
Migration as a Theory
To what extent does m i grat ion theory
i tion?

11

f i t " in to th i s defin

Ac tually, "M i gration, in the sense of "a permanent or sem i

permanent change of residence " (Lee, 1966: 49) is one of the most
sign i ficant yet one of the least unders tood of al l human behavi ors.
A t l east s ince the late n i neteenth cen tury when Ravenstein formulated
his " l aws of migration " social sci ent ists have made period i c att empts
t o develop a more adequate theory of m i gration " ( Fr i sbie and Poston ,
1978: 6) .
The question has been debated in the field of migration
s tudies as to whether it is possible to formulate an
explanatory theory general enough to cover the whole process
o f emigrat ion and i mmigrat ion. · Charles Price thinks i t is
doubt ful that we are ready for a general accoun t couched in
t erms of formal theory (Price , 1966 ) . On the o ther hand ,
Everet t Lee has attempted to presen t a �eneral theory ( Lee ,
1966). ( fangalam and Sch warzweller 1970 : 5).
It has become increasingly a p paren t tha t there is a lack of
t heoretical ori entat ion in m i grat i on .

Typo log i es of mi�rat i on have

been constructed and many efforts at model-buildin rr have been
attempted regardi n g various aspect s of mi rat ion .

1uch of the
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research has deal t w ith the rea sons for m i gration but few have
investigated the relat ionships between m i gration and other aspects of
the social system.
Shaw analy zed the difficultj es i n m i gration theory .

He

stated that there was a "surprising lack of systematical ly accumu
lated knowledge on the subject. ''

What knowled ge was ava i lable dealt

with characteristics of m igrants and the factors that influence
migration.

Yet this i nformation remains fragmented and largely

unintegrated (Shaw , 197 5) .
Further ,

�ngalam and Schwarzweller stated that:

A sociological theory of migration which meets the strongest
demands of formal theory is not l ikel y to materialize in the
near future. For , despite a long history of empirical
inqu�ry , researchers are onl y beginning to do the hard work
of conceptualizing of the phenomenon , systematically pos i ting
causal sequences and testing relevant hypotheses , all of
which must necessari ly precede a formal statement of theory
(Mangalam and Schwarzweller , 1 970: 6 ) .
Stone summari zed the major diff iculty in m igration theory i n
the fol lowi ng manner:
A lmost all of what has passed for substantive theory in the
literature about mi gration lists factors believed to be
relevant in explain ing migration but there is no theory about
s imultaneous interaction of the factors , and no attempt is
made to formulate �eneral causal models ( Stone , 1 97 1 : 7 6) .
Shaw ( 1975 ) emphasized five basic reasons for the
difficulties found in migration theory.
First , was the di fficulty in actual ly conceptual izin� what
mi gration means.

Is it recurri ng or nonrecurrin� , is it a unique

event or a process; is i t a f low or stream ?

Shou ld it be expressed

as a rate and i f so , \ hich one; net i n-migration , net out-migration
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or as g ross migrati on ?
Second, a basic confus i on resulted from the fact research de
signs in m i grati on are d i scipline bound.

That i s, there are demo

g raphic stud ies , economic stud i es or psycholo gi cal studies, all of
which have the i r own interpretations of migration and purposes.

This

situation does not lend itself to strong inte gration in migration
the ory.
Third, the information regarding sci e ntific explanati ons of
migration have been sid estepped in lieu o f establishing levels o f pre
d icti on or even control over th e migration phen omenon.

In th l s case,

migration was viewed more as a sociop ol itical problem.
In the fourth case, Shaw determined that due to the need of
spe edy accumulation of data, ·s pecific th e ory buildi ng concerns such
as conce pts, testabl e networks of pro posi t i ons and even the bu ilding
o f models has been overlooked.

On the other hand, some have tri ed to

fit everyth ing toge ther in terms o f migration.

This often resulted

i n a morass of descriptive detail and an inab i l ity, in the lon g run,
to infer any statements of theoretical worth ( Shaw, 197 5: 4 ) .
Finally, Shaw stated that the emp i rical variables used in
migration studies have seldom been clearly measurabl e and therefore
have been difficult to fit into the oretical constructs.

Th is results

in a difficulty in showing interrelati onsh i ps .
I t was Shaw ' s vi ew that the most i mmed i ate task i n contem
p orary mi aration research was the need to systema t i ze knowl edge on
m i ration
He presented three prerequis ites to formulati ng the ory:
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1)

Establi shing a general a s sociation b etween a m i gration
event and one or more phenomena

2)

Determine conce ptual differentiation and also conceptual
synthe s i s and

3)

Utilization of quantification technique s towards e stab
lished rule s of corr e spondence for relating a construct
to ob servable data and to provide a more manageabl e repre
s entati on of the complex rela tion s h ips between variable s
(Shaw, 1 97 5: 1 1 ) .

The s e prerequi sit e s were at the very ba s i s of a scertaining repeatab l e
patterns of dependency i n the overal l p icture of migration theory .
Thi s work specifically addre s s ed th e que stion of the relation
ship b etween the migration pattern and chang e s in demograph ic charac
teri stics and also chang e s i n educational, economic, and health
variabl e s .
Migration in • the Social System
Theoretical ly, the determ i nation of the relations h ip between
migration pattern s and change s in the demographic socioeconomic
characteri stics wa s not an ea sy ta sk .

Huch of the re search to date

ha s dealt with the explanations of who mi grate s, why people m igrate,
and where they migrate .

Th e s e relation sh i ps were mor e clearly

discernabl e and related very often to economic choice s .

But the

que stion of what were the cons e quence s of migrat i on in terms of
social reorgani zation and/or adjus tment wa s a far mor e difficult
problem to r e search.
One of the reasons for this d i ff i culty wa s the interre
lat ion s hip that is apparent between migration and other var 1 a bl e s.
At time s it may not be pos sible analytically to i solate
whether a particular element is an inde pendent or a dependent
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process-- all we will know is that the elements are
correlati ve. When viewed in some time perspective , the
population system elements tend to have a chain reaction,
each becoming a determinant and subsequently a conse quent of
the other (Goldsche ider, 1971:1 5) .
It has been suggested that there is an actual synergistic or
comb i ned effect between changes in th e po pulation and subsequent
adj ustments or changes in the social system.

Beca1 1 � e the soc ial

process is in constant flux and change, an action i n one segment such
as the migration process has a reaction in th e soc i al system which
th ereby feeds back into the migration process (Coehen and Fox,
1981:606-607 ) .

GENERAL THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
To d�termine a clear perspective of migration it was
i mportant to clarify the general orientation of this research.
Mod els of internal migration express theories of causation,
usually in quantitative terms, in order to estimate and
predict volume and other character istics of migration flows.
Migration may apply to groups of p eople, to ind i vidual
migrants, or to a dimension of migration such as net
migration or in-migration. Some mod e ls incorporate change in
operating characteristics over time and others are static. A
model may be deterministic, in that precise relationships
between migration and preced ing condi tions or events are
defined, it may be probabilistic and deal with l ikelihoods of
migration for specific populations or it may combine these
perspectives (Mc amara, 1982:35 1 ) .
This research was concerned with the dimension of migration
that included net migration.
teristics over time.

The analys is involved changes in charac

In fact, the analysis d ealt w i th patt erns of

mi rati on, particularly h igh out -migration and turnaround ml rat ion.
The context in which th ls occurs was the pr imarily rural settina of
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South Dakota.

This work did not look at what preced ed migration but

rather what followed migration.
Macroanalytic vs. Microanalytic Orientation
One of the summary classifications of t he theoretical mode ls
of population is that of macroanalytic versus microanalytic.

The

macroanalytic mod e ls focus on i ndivi d ual behavior and the social and
psycholog ical determinants of mobility.

The unj t of analysis is the

individual (Goldscheider, 1971; Matras, 1973).
T his research was of the macroanalytic mode l since it was con
cerned with the aggregate of the county l eve l i n South Dakota.
investi gated the process and conseq uences of migration.

It

In doing

th i s, a clearer understanding of the migration process was the end
result.
Population Stud ies vs. Formal Demography
Many authors have discusse d the formal demography vs.
population study classifi cati on (Pet e rsen, 1975 ; Hatras, 1973 ;
Goldsch e id er, 197 1 ; Ford and DeJong, 1970; Bogue, 1 969 and Kammeyer,
1971).
Petersen discussed thre e �ifferent mode ls of population analy
sis.

First was a self-containe d process whic h analyzed trends in

population.

Population was the depend ent variable in this case.

The

second model looked at the population processes as the depend ent
variabl e related to natural resources , economic �rowth, social
mob il ity or family norms.

Finally, population may be vi ewed as an

i ndepend e nt variab le that was a cause of change in the economy or in
society (Petersen, 1975).
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When the proce s s was v iewed a s self contained, a s in the
fir st model, the emphasis was on the " formal demography field, that
i s the gathering, collating, stati stical analy si s and technical
presentation of population data " ( Ib i d : 3) .

A population s tudy, on

the other hand, dealt with the systematic study of population trend s
and phenomena i n relati on to their social setting.
A further d i s ti nction was made regarding the cla s sification
of formal demography and population studies by Kammeyer.

" • • • the

formal demographer works entirely withi n the realm of popula t ion
fact s . Population composition, age-s pecif ic fertility and mortality,
and m igration are all demographic factors.

The most distinctive

feature of formal demography i s that the factors which are v iewed a s
' ca sual, ' o r ' independent, ' variable s and the factors which are the
' effects , ' or ' dependent ' variab les, are exclusively from the
province of demography. "

Data of formal demography come largely from

census or vital registrat i on systems (Kammeyer, 197 1 : 1-2) .
In contra st to formal demography wa s the "population stud y " .
" The key t o the population study wa s that nondemographic factors were
used to expla in and predict variation s in demographic variables.
Thus the phenomena to be investigated remained the same as i n formal
demography " (Karnmeyer, 1971 : 2-3) .

The explanat ion of the factors

were much different in that s ocial, psychologi cal, cultural and
hi storical variables among others, were used to investigate the
demographic events.

A s tudy in which a nondemographic factor wa s the

i ndependent variable used to

explain some demographic fact wa s a
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population study Type I (Ibid) .
A second kind of population study ( Type II) was used when the
population factors were the explanatory or independent variables and
were used to explain variations in nondemographic variables.

The

obj ective of Type II studies was to explain variations in phenomena
other than demographic factors (Ibid) .
This study was a macroanalytic study using aggregate data on
the county level .

Because, in fact, it analyzed in part, the impact

of demographic variables on nondemographic factors it was a
population study Type II .
Due to the interrelationships within the population system,
the social system perspective was a valuable orientation for this re
search.

It was through this approach that the interrelationships be-·

tween the changes in patterns of migration were viewed within the
action and reaction within the system as a whole.

The next section

more specifically focuses on the key conceptual framework that this
research follows as it attempts to explain and describe differences
in migration patterns and the relevance of migration patterns to
demography and socioeconomic factors.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This section identifies the basic elements of a population
system.

Ford and DeJong specify the actual relationship between the

basic elements and processes within the social system.

They state

that the major concern of social demography is the analysis of how
general social and cultural factors are related to population
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structure and process (Ford and DeJ ong, 1970:4 ) .

In addition, the

migration system of Schwarzweller will be analyzed.
Social Demography
Ford and DeJong developed a major analysis of the social demo
graphy of a system.

This analytical system was defined as '' a set of

elements related to each other in some speci fied manner.

The

aggregate system, viewed as a total unit may be described in terms of
_ system properties .

Two properties of basic interest were the

structural traits and the processes that is the composition and
change features of the system ( Ford and DeJ ong, 1969 : 7) .

For

purposes of this research, the changing features of migration
patterns were of key interest.
The three basic components of Ford and DeJong ' s over-all
system included: the demographic system whi ch includes the princ ipal
elements of population: s i ze, composition, d istr ibution, ferti lity,
mortality and migration .

The second major component i s the social

aggregate system which includes the elements of marital status,
residency, race, labor force, occupation, education, and income.
final component is the social action system.

The

This includes the

elements of informal groups, associations, communities, religious
institutions, educational instituti ons, welfare i nstituti ons, health
and political institutions as well as the marriage and family
i nstitutions ( Ibid : 3- 14) .
T he bas is for the def inition of these analytical systems was
given by the set of elements which were related to each other i n some

----

specif i ed manner.

The systems approach d eveloped the idea of inter

relationships between the components themselv es .

The demographic

system included elements which impact other demographic variables.
For e xample, migration affects the age and sex composition which is
relat ed to births and deaths .

Further, a basic conce ptual framework

emerged from the realization that the principal elem ents of the
demographic system, which for purpose of this pape r were the in
migration and outmigratj on elements, were directly related to the
social aggregate syst em.

Those elements included marital status,

labor force participation, occupa t i on, ed ucation, a nd income.
Finally these components were further related to the social action
syst em in terms of the communities, and vari ous inst itutions which
were established to meet the needs of the aggregate population (Ford
and DeJ ong, 1971: 1 3) .

Se e Figur e 1.

In addition to the part icular element traits and processes
di scussed, Ford and DeJong continued by discuss i ng t he system t rai t s
and sys t em processes which emerged in the social system.

Within the

demograph ic system were the syst em t rai ts of population s i z e affect ed
by fertility, mor tal � ty, migration and also the sex and age
composition. The social aggregat e system included the system traits
of residential distribution, racial composition, composit ion by labor
force participation, composit ion by occupation, education, and
composition by income.

The social action system tra its i nclud ed

those sub-systems that d eveloped to meet basic human needs and are
the institutional systems such as school s, hospitals, welfare
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Princi pal Elements :
Population Size
Composition
D istr ibution
Ferti l ity
Mortality
Migration

Demograph ic System

Soci al Acti on
System

Pr incipa l Elements:
Informal Groups
Associations
Commun it ies
1arr iage and Family institutlons
Economic Institutions
Health and Welfare Inst itutions
Educational Insititutions
Relig ious Inst i tutions

F i gure 1 .

Social Aggregate
System

Principal Elements:
lari tal Status
Residental Distr ibution
Race
Labor Force Partici pat i on
Occupation
Education
Income

fajor analysis systems i n social demo raphy .
and DeJ on g 1 970 : 1 3 .

Source : Ford
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systems, the family and marriage, and the churches ( Ford and DeJong ,
1971:13) •· See Figure 2•
This was the overall conc eptual model used to explain the
relationship between migration patterns and selected demographi c and
soc ioeconomic factors.

Ilut to address the spec ifi c ideas of the

consequences of migration an additional model was requ ired.
The Migration System
Schwarzweller and colleagues proposed some guidel ines for the
stud y of migration that resulted from a holistic frame of reference
that emphasized the interactional natu re of m i gration.

Their "theory

building concerns revolved around four basic questions that they
believed must be asked i n connection with any g iven instance of
migration:" ( Schwarzweller, 1979:15) .
1.
2.
J.
4.

Who are the m igrants? ( Migration differential and selectivity).
Why did they mi�rate? (Perceived relati ve deprivati on ) .
Where did they migrate? (Relocat ion destinati on ) .
What are the consequences of migration? (Social reorgan
ization and/or adjustments) ( Ibid).

In this conceptual framework, Schwarzweller merged both a
microperspectlve of ind ividual concerns of migration as i ndicated i n
the first three basic questions and macro orientations in the impact
of migratio n on the social system as reflected in the fourth
question.
The particular value in Schwarzwel ler ' s model was i n fact
the c o mb inati on of t wo important processes that prev i ously have been
se parated and even isolated from each other , as . 1c amara states:
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Princi pal System Traits :
P opulati on Size
Fertility
Mortality
Migrati on
Sex Composition
Age Composition
Demographi c System

Social Action
System

Principal System Traits :
Informal Groups
Associat i ons
C ommunities
C hurches
Schools
Social Services
Retail trade centers
Political parties
farr iage and family

Social
Aggregate System

Princi pal System Traits:
Racial Compositi on
Residential Distribution
Marital Status Composi tion
Composition by Labor Force
Participati on
Compositi on by Occupation
Composition by Educational
Attainment
Composition by Income

Figure 2. The conceptual frame of reference for the process of the
soci al system . Sources : Ford and DeJong, 1971 : 1 1 ;
Butterbrodt, 1979 : 41.
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" The macroanalytic models focus on the ecological
determinants of population flows, llke size and distance.
The microanalytic models focus on individual behavior and
social and psychological determinants of immobility as well
as of mobility. It remains now to integrate the two in
models that allow for the interaction of those influences in
a context of economic development and social change
(McNamara, 1982: 3 53) •.
Schwarzweller emphasized that:
" one of the key points that derives from a social systems per
spective is that the consequences of migration affect all
three social organizations: those at the areas of origin, at
the areas of destination, and of the migrants themselves.
Taken together, these three systems constitute the migration
system" ( Schwarzweller, 1979:16).
The migration system was a most appropriate model to further
conceptualize the impacts and relationships between migration
patterns and selected variables.

The macro elements of this process,

the areas of destination and areas of origin , constituted the basis
for th is investigation.

For purposes of this research the areas of

destination were the turnaround counties while the areas of origin
were the high out-migration counties.

Bogue (1969) summa rj zes some

of the characteristics and the processes involved in the areas of
origin and areas of destination.
KEY CONCEPTS AND PROPOSITIONS OF MIGRATION
Area of Destination
A key factor in this study was that m i grat i on is selective.
F irst it i s

selective i n destination.

Ba sed upon research i n

England and several other nations, Ravenste i n determined seven law
of migration occurring in the 1 OOs.

These laws sti l l apply today .

First, migration was related to distance.

As the distance from a
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certain place increases, fewer will migrate.

Second, migration

occurred by stages exemplified by the movement from a city center and
slowly outward to the "hinterland. " Third, there were definite
streams and counterstreams in migration. These streams in the U. S.
have been from East to West and from South to the Northeast and North
Central states.

There has been some reversal of these trends in the

U. S. between 1950 and 1960, where there was an upsurge in migration
into the South from the northern and midwestern states. The West
still receives one of the strongest flows but the South has now taken
the lead in the U. S. (Weeks, 1982: 159).

Further, the migratory

stream in the U. S. has been from rural to urban areas.

This has seen

a reversal in the last decade wherein there has been a movement from
metropolitan to nonmetropolitan areas.

Fourth, there were urban

rural differences in propensity to move.

Typically the urban

populations were less migratory than rural populations.
females tended to be short-distance migrants.

Sixth, technological

development tended to promote greater rates of migration.
there was a dominance of the economic motive.

Fifth,
Seventh,

People moved to

improve their economic condition and this was the most potent force
in migration decisions (Bogue, 1969, 755-756) .
Each of these seven "laws" were related to the impact of
migration on areas of destination.

Of special importance was the

understanding of streams and counterstreams.

The literature review

indicated there were differences in the selectivity within these
streams, hence differences in the impact.

This also accentuated the
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importance of further study of the turnaround pattern in essence a
counterstream in the typical rural to urban m igration pattern.
That rural people were more likely to m igrate al so explained
a f urther characteristic in the migration patterns.

One would have

expected more people in the rural to urban stream which was reflected
in the high out-mi gration patterns.

We found an exception to this

with the turnaround pattern of urban to rural.
mi grants actually rural origin people ?

Are those turnaround

This would require further

research.
The next key statement dealt w i th the economic motive to
migration.

Economic gains or opportunities have typically be en an

important determinant in migration dec isions.

The literature

reflected that people tended to move from farms and agriculture to
nonfarm types of employment.

Hence this further clarifj ed the areas

of desti nation and ori gin, in terms of agricu ltural employment .
Further clarification on areas of origin was d i scussed by Bogue.
Area of origin
Historically in the U. S. , the gen eral pattern of mi gration
has been one of mov ing from rural areas to urban areas.

The area of

origin or place that people leave may be affected in several ways
depending upon the number of people leaving and the types of people
who leave.

If surplus population migrate, it may result in better

economic circumstances for those left beh i nd due to a decrease in
overcrowding.

The case has more generally been that the places left

beh i nd lose the younger, brighter, more i nnovative peopl e (. 1c. Tamara,
19 2 : 356-57) .
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Thu s a key to the theoret ical under st and i ng of migration wa s
a clari fi cation of the selectivity of migrat i on and the i mpa ct thi s
Bogue di scu s s ed the followi ng categori es :

had on the social system.
Sex.

Males and female s were equally residentially mob i le but males

tended to be slightly more mobile and move over longer di stances.
Re sidence.

Urban and rural-nonfarm populat i ons were more mobile than

rural-farm population s.

Migration has been from rural areas to urban

and more specifically , migratlon has been away from farms.

A�e.

Th i s was one of the e specially important factors in migrat i on.
peak mobility takes place as adulthood i s attained.
highest for people 1 8 to 34.
more mobile than whites.

Color.

Educat ion.

selective of the better educated.

The

The rates were

Nonwhites were substantially
Migrat ion was particularly

The rate of mi gration varies

directly with the level of educational attainment.

Occupat ion.

As

the educat ional differentials reflect , the rates were higher for
white-collar workers than for blue-collar workers.

Profes s ional s

were most mob i le , followed by managerial-proprietor s.
laborers were least mob i le.

Nonfarm

Mal e s and females not in t he labor force

al so had high mobili ty ( Rogue , 1969: 7 60-7 7 1 ) .
To summarize this , we expected a differential impact of
m igration on area of origin due to the selective nature of m i gration.
Those who stayed beh ind were more li kely farm people , of older age
group s , white , of low e r educational att ainment and blue colla r or
nonfarm laborers.
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Application of Theory in This Research
Technically, this research was interested in what was
happening to the areas of origin or destination where migration
occurred.

From the standpoint of a contribution to demographic

theory and research, either of two variables could have been chosen
as the independent variable of the study--overall population change
or migration.

Researchers such as Brown and Beale have selected

overall population change as the key variable for categorizing
norunetropolitan counties on the basis of population dynamics.

On the

other hand, migration appeared to offer the greater opportunity for a
careful consideration of the basic dynamics of the demographic
changes in the populations at risk.
Migration types.

As a contribution to demographic theory,

this study employed a classification of migration.

What was

developed was the formulation and explanation of the basic types of
migration in South Dakota in order to assess the characteristics of
such categories.

Although the maj or types of migration developed for

this study, high out-migration and turnaround, were created inde
pendently from the work of Brown and Beale and Poston, these
categories permitted a comparison with their work.
In using this typology of migration, the research was in
essence employing one of the basic formats of theory as described by
Turner ( 1981).

He considered classification and the development of

typologies to contribute to theory construction in as much as they
provided one way to understand the relationships among the phenomena
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by seeing them as parts of a larger whole (Turner, 1981: 4).

Turner

further maintained "that typological explanations are often stimulus
for other types of scientific explanations.

Until one knows the

pattern or configuration of phenomena , it is often impossible to know
what requires further explanation" ( Ibid : 5) .
The utilization of typologies in this kind of research was
supported by Poston when he comments on the migration typology
developed by Brown and Beale (1 981).

He stated that the use of

typologies in migration research was innovative and ingenious.

In

fact, he said that information was gained through the classification
system that would have been lost had the nonmetropolitan counties
studied been left in an undifferentiated status.
In developin§ the migration patterns in South Dakota counties
five categories were employed to better describe and explain net
migration patterns:

countinuous in, turnaround, reverse turnaround,

moderate out-migration and high out-migration.

Using a typology

developed by McNamara ( 1974), out-migration was categorized as high
out (over 15 percent), moderate out was below 15 percent for one of
the two decades.
To summarize what has been said thus far, Ford and DeJong
presented a clear conceptual model of how the different subsystems
within the total social system interacted and reacted on each other.
Schwarzweller more clearly specified a model for the interaction in
the migration system of the total social system.
From Ford and DeJong's view of the interrelationships between
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the demographic system and the social aggregate system, there emerged
a relationship between migration patterns and the composition by
labor force participation, composition by occupation, educational
attainment, and income.

As changes occurred in these characteristics

subsequent changes or reorganization occurred in the social action
system.

Those changes were reflected in changes in structures,

facilities, and personnel of the educational, health and economic
institutions.

This was in line with population studies Type II with

the independent variable being demographic, migration, and the
dependent variables being at least in part, nondemographic in the
socioeconomic portion of the analysis.
Schwarzweller ' s model contributed a context in which to view
the Ford and DeJong model.

We focused on the area of origin:

primarily reflected in the high out-migration counties which are
charactistic of the places left behind.

Areas of destination were

represented by the turnaround counties--that is this impact on the
counties to which migrants move.
Finally, the incorporation of typologies of counties by
migration patterns, presented a clear context in which to analyze the
relationships between types of migration and selected demographic and
socioeconomic factors over a two decade time period.
Specific Conceptual Model
The specific conceptual model that emerged for this theo
retical orientation was represented in Figure 3.
Propositions

Figure J .

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

OF THE RELATION OF SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
GENERAL
DEMOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

GENERAL
SOCIAL AGGREGATE SYSTEM

GENERAL
SOCIAL ACTION SYSTEM

MIGRATION PATTERNS

DEMOGRAPHIC SOCIAL AGGREGATE CHANGES
CHANGES

SOCIAL ACTION CHANGES

SPECIFIC DEMOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM

SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC
DEMOGRAPHIC SOCIAL AGGREGATE SYSTEM
CHANGES

SPECIFIC
SOCIAL ACTION SYSTEM

HIGH OUT-MIGRATION
CHANGES AT ORIGIN
AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION

TURNAROUND MIGRATION
CHANGES AT DESTINATION

RESIDENTIAL COMPOSITION

FERTILITY AND MORTALITY

INSTITUTIONAL
COMPOSITION
COMPOSITION BY LABOR FORCE EDUCATION

DEPENDENCY RATIOS

COMPOSITION BY OCCUPATION

ECONOMICS

COMPOSITION BY EDUCATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE
ATTAINMENT
COMPOSITION BY INCOME

'-l
V1
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The following propositions were derived from the literature
review and theoretical orientation :
1.

The relationship of elements within a social system are
such that changes in one part of the system affect
changes in the other parts.

2.

Changes in the population due to migration affect the
demographic characteristics in the population.
a. Out-migration
b. Turnaround migration

3.

Changes in demographic characteristics affect social
characteristics of the population.
a. Out-migration
b. Turnaround

4.

Changes in the demographic characteristics of the popula
tion affect economic characteristics in the population.
a. Out-migration
b. Turnaround

5 •.

Changes in the demographic, social and economic character
istics of the subsequent social services developed to per
form certain functions in the system.
a. Out-migration
b. Turnaround

CHAPTER IV
R ESEARCH DES IGN A11 D METHODOLOGY
This chapter reviews the method ology to be used in the
research o f the d isse rtati on.
unlt of

This i ncludes the definition o f the

analysis , the operati onal d e f i nitions of the independent and

d epend ent variables , d efin ition o f other baslc te rms and concept s
p ertinent to this r esearch and the mode of analysis employed i n the
r esearch design.
Basic Data
Unit of Analysis.

The un it of analysis employed i n th is

study was th e gov ernme ntal uni t known as th e "county. "

Data at the

county level were provided by U. S. Census , vital statistics and
add iti onal summary reports o f agenc i e s j n the state of So uth Dak ota.
The co unty was the basic uni t of analysi s th ough i nformat i on
was presented on a state and a regional basis as well.

11

1 fany

schola rs have used the county as an analytical un it for r e s earch.
While it is true that the counti es are politi cal enti ti es, counties
do possess funct i o nal coher ence ove r and above the i r pol it ical
d e fin it i on ( Frisb ie and Post on , 197 8: 2 1) .
There are s i xty-s ix counties in t h e state o f South Dakota.
This r e flects the change in the status of l!a shabaugh c o unty wh i ch
m e rged with Jackson on January 1 , 197 9 .

T� e bas ic d emographic and

soci oeconomic charact er i stics o f all count i es
prese nted for both 197 0 and 19v0.

f South Pak ta a r e

These wer e c ompa red for extent o f
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change occurring over the ten year pe ri od.
Demograp h ic changes i� a populati on occur in two basic ways;
first through the processes of f e rt ility and mortal ity and sec o nd
through net migration, e ithe r in-migrati on or out-migration .

Changes

r esultin g from fert i lity and mortality we re te rmed p opulation chang e .
Alterations due to migration were d esignated changes as a result o f
n et migrati on.
Which of these two modes of change i . e. , population changes
o r net migration, s hould be used in th is particular study ?

Bro wn and

Beale ( 1981) studied di versity in n onmetropol itan count i es using
populati on change.

In reviewin g the i r work, Poston (198 3 ) stated

that the ir research was very innovative and creati ve but he felt they
m issed important informat i o n b ecause they did not use net rnj gration
as their i ndicator of demograph i c change.

In his replication of

the i r study , Poston compared net m igrat ion with the ir population
change data.

He concludes that net migrati on is a better i n dicator

of the demographic process as it related to changes in h is selected
socioeconomic variabl es.

In fact, Poston states that "pe rhaps the

divers ity in populati on trend� m igh� have been better indi cated--o r
a t least differentially portraye d-had the authors focused o n chan�e
due t o net migration rater than on total po pulati on change '' ( Poston
1 98 3 : 28 ) .
Th is f i ndi n g l ent suppo rt t o th e mode o f d emo grap h i c change
sel ected for this study, i. e. net migrat i on.

The c nt ntion wa s that

population change was the broade r co ncept that incl uded chan es due
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to increases and decreases in the number of births or deaths as well
as migration.

On th e other hand net migration focused on the one

demographic proce ss that had a selective effect on the population and
thereby was a source of change in the sociodemographic composition of
that population.
In fact when Poston replicate d the Brown and Beale study, he
found that by using net migration, the magnitud e of the importance
of the variables was increased dramatically.

Because of this

finding-�and because of the distinctively high rates of net m igrati on
in South Dakota ove r the past decades, net migration was employed
as the measure of chang e in demographic trends.
Net Migration
Net migration for the counties was estimate d in the following
way:
Census counts of the total county population were fi rst
employed to obtain the net change in the population for the
decade. Estimates of births and deaths were reported through
the vital statistics office. Net migration was then
estimated by subtracting births and adding deaths to the net
population change. The net migration estimates refl ect the
number of net migrants ( positive or negative) for each county
between 1970 and 1980. To standardize for size, percentage
net migration change scores were obtained for each county by
dividing the net migration estimate by the county ' s 1970
population for the 1980 percent change (Frisbie and Poston,
1978: 20).
The following formula is of the residual method which uses
the v ital statistics process.
et 1igration= ( P - P ) - ( Births - Deaths) ( Bogue ,
2
1

1969: 7 59 ) .
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Net migration equals population change during the intercensal
period where P1 is the censal period just ended and P is the censal
2

year where measurement begins minus the natural increase or births
minus deaths during the time period .

The result is the difference

between the total number of persons moving into an area during a
given intercensal period and the number moving out .

Thus it reflects

both the in-migrants and the out-migrants ( Ibid) .
Several words of caution are in order when using migration
data .

First net migration was determined by a residual method in

this study . This means that the figures were obtained by employing
population counts from 1970 and 1980 and also the number of births
and deaths in the same time frame .

These migration calculations thus

"incorporate any errors resulting from differential underenumeration
in the censuses and any errors in the birth and death components.

In

spite of this, the Census Bureau has shown that the migration
estimates are fair approximations of the actual level and pattern of
migration" (Ibid) .
Further, in interpreting the net migration numbers, these did
not reflect the volume of the in-migration or the volume of out
migration, but only the balance or difference between the two
migration streams .

Migration data of movement in each direction

would have been preferred, but these data were difficult to obtain.
Patterns of Net Migration
In addition to the use of net migration rates, this study
further investigated patterns of net migration that have occurred
over two decades.

Using the net migration rates it was determined
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which counties were classified as in-migration counties (in-migration
in 1970 and 1980); turnaround counties (out-migration in 1970 and in
m igration in 1980); reverse turnaround (in-migration in 1970 and
out-migration in 1980); low to moderate out-migration (less than 15
percent out-migration during one decade); and high out-migration (15
percent out-migration and over, 1970 and 1980).
Why use these categories?

Poston contends that "a single

analytical model does not provide the best explanation for the
post-1970 population trends of the nonmetropolitan counties of the
United States." (Poston, 1983: 29).

This means to classify all

counties as either urban or rural or nonmetropolitan or metropolitan
loses some of the important explanatory power available with further
categorization.
In essence, all of norunetropolitan America is not alike--just
like all counties of South Dakota are not alike.

To aid in better

understanding the uniqueness of the counties the categorization into
f ive categories was useful.
In addition, the "pattern" of migration was used to describe
two decades and reflected the change that occurred between two censal
time

periods. Rather than looking at only one time period, 1970 or

1980, by using patterns of migration we constructed an indicator of
the process that took place from 1970 through 1980.
Ecological Correlation
This study used the "ecological correlation" techniques of
research.

This technique was " identical to correlation as it is
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generally understood, exce p t tha t as aggregates, populations or areas
are used as the un i ts of observat ion instead of i ndivi dual persons"
( Bogue, 1969: 5 37) .

Though migration is, in act uali ty, an individ ual

act , becaus� individuals interact ing together re sult in the aggregate
change of m igration wh ich affects a whole system, we term migration
an aggregate change.
Dependent Var iables
Because th is study was int eres ted in the association between
net mj gration and other variables it was necessary to determine what
selected demographic and socioeconomic variables were to be u tilized.
There have been numerous studies relating to quality of life ( QOL) in
America and more specif i cally in rural America.

QOL measures would

logically be variables to use in analyzing what characteristi cs which
are related to change.
Tremblay (1977) .

One such study was conducted by Dillman and

In selecting t he variables that were most i mportant

in QOL they stated that : "Opi nions on the quality of life (QOL) bei ng
experienced by rural Americans are far from unanimous" (Dillman and
Tremblay, 1977: 116) .
What is the quality o f l ife ?
economic well-bei ng .

It was first used t o refer t o

Later it expanded a s a concept t o include many

areas of life including educat ional achievement, health services ,
pol it i cal parti ci pa tion , leisure time , cri me rates and a seemi ngly
indeterm inate number of other condi tions tha t somehow express the
wants of humankind ( Ibld: 1 1 8-1 1 9) .

" Selecting areas of concern on

wh ich to base an assessment o f ob j ect i ve QOL requires some degree o f

.

--- --
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arbitrariness, as there is no agreed upon l ist o f which const itu t es
an adequate set of topics" ( I bid: 1 21 ) .
Some view rural l ife as one o f consi derable depr ivat lon as
the " people left beh ind. "

This phrase dep icts the conditions under

which large numbers of rural people are seen as living; that is,
fewer jobs , lower incomes, fewer educational facilities, poorer
heal th care sources • • • and basically too lit tle of most i mpor tant
services (Ibid ) .
The l ist employed in this study paral lels those of Dill man
and Tremblay and those used in an analysis of social indicators l n
t h e state of South Dako ta conducted by the Social Science Research
Cen ter, U niversity of Denver, i n 197 3 and 1 974.

These variables wer e

often used in quality o f life studie s o r impact assessmen t research.
Further justificat ion for the selection of these var iables comes from
the Ford and DeJong model in Chapter II wh ereby selected demographic
and socioeconomic var i ables are incorporated.

In ad dition , numerous

other studies have used these variables as key i nd i cators in the
social system.
The specif i c dependent variables in th is study were measures
of selected demographj c and socioeconom ic charact e r ist i cs of the
p o pulat ion of the coun ties of South Dakota.

The research problem was

t o analyze the ass oc i ation between changes in these selected
characte rj stics bet ween 1970 and 19 0 and the net migration ra tes.
percent change va] ue was computed for each

e p e nd en t va r iable fr m

1 97 0 to 1980 by taking t he 19 0 value; subt ract ing the 1970 val ue;
divid ing by the 1970 value and mul t . plying by 100.

These variables
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were categori zed as demograph i c and nond emograph ic.

The demographic

facto·rs .included b i rth rates, death rates, sex rati o, and age compo
sition factors.

The nondemographic factors .included econom i c factors

such as employment status, per capita income, poverty status, and
business employment.

Educational factors were number of pupi ls,

teachers, schools, average daily attendance, and cost per average
daily attendance.

Health factors included number of hospitals,

personnel in the hospitals and payroll of hospi tals.
The dependent variables were operationali zed as follows:
Demographic Factors
1.

Percent change in the crude birth

Crude birth rate.

rate, 197_0- 198 0, by county (Y ) .
1

Crude b irth rate was determ..i ned by

calculating the number of live births per 1000 i n a populat.ion in a
given year (Populat ion Reference Bureau, 1 97 : 1 7 ) .
✓

These figures

were from vital statisti cs records and the U. S. census.
2.

Fertility ratio.

Percent change in the general fertility

rate 1 970- 1 98 0, by county (Y ) .
2

The fertil ity rate was the number of

l i ve b i rths per 1 000 women aged 1 5-44 years in a given year.

These

figures were from vital statistics records and the U. S. Census.
J.

Crude death rate.

1 970-80, by county (Y 3) .

Percent change i n the crude death rate

Crude death rate was the number of deaths

per 1 000 population i n a g iven year (Ibid : 27 ) .
from vital statistics records a n d the
4.

Infan t mortal i tv.

rate 1 970- O, by county (Y ) .
4

The s e f igures were

. S. Ce n s u s .

Percent change i n the i nfant mortal ity
Infant mortal ity rate was the n um ber
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of deaths to infants un de r one year of a ge pe r 1000 l i ve b i r ths i n
a g iven year ( Ib id : 28 ) .

These figures were from t he U . S . Census .

Age Factors
5.

Percent change i n the gene ral

Dependency ratio .

dependency ratio, 1970-80, by county ( Y ) .
5

The gene ral depend ency

rati o was the rat io of persons in t he ages defined as dependent
( under 15 and over 64 years) to t hose in the ages defined as

e conomically productive ( 1 5 to 64 years) in the populat i on
( Population Reference Dureau, 197 8: 51 ) .
6.

Child dependency rat i o .

Percen t change in the child

depend ency ratio, 1970-80, by count y ( Y ) .
6

The chi ld dependency

ratio was t he rat i o of persons i n t he a ges under 15 ( Shryock,
197 6: 132) .
7.

Young Adults rat io .

Percen t change in the young adul t

ratio, 1970-80, by coun ty ( Y ) . The propor tion of young adults was
7

defined as the total numbe r of pe rsons in the category of 1 5-34 age

group ( Ib ld: 1 30) .
8.

Ind ex of agin g .

Pe rcent change in the index of aging,

1970-80, by county ( Y ) . The index of a ging was defined as the number
8
of persons age 6 5 and over per 100 children under 1 5 years of a ae
( Ib id) .
9.
county (Y ) .
9

�fedian age.

Percen t change in the median age, 1Q70-80 by

This was the a a e which divide s a p pu lation into two

e qual g roups wit h half youn ger and half o] d r ( Po pulation Pefe rence
Bureau, 197 : 55) .
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Sex Factors
10 .
county (Y

10

Sex r at i o .
).

Perc e nt change i n the sex ratio, 1 97 0-80, by

The sex rat i o was d e fined as the number of males per

100 females in a populati on ( Ib i d . : 58) .
Nondemograph i c Factors-Education
11.

Number of stud ents .

stude nts, 1970-80, by county (Y

Perc e nt chan g e in the number of

11

) . The number of stude nts was

d etermined from the Educational Statistics D igest for 1970 to 198 0 .
12.

Number of teach ers .

teacher, 1970-80, by county (Y

12

Percent change in the number of
) . The number of teachers was d eter

m ined from the Educational Statistic s Digest for 1970 and 1980.
umb er of schools.

13.

schools, 1970-80, by county (Y

13

Perc ent change in the number o f
) . The numb er of school s was d eter 

mined from the Educational D ir ectory of the schools of So uth Dakota,
1970 and 1980.
1 4.

Average da i ly me mbershj p.

daily membership, 1970- 0 by county (Y

P e r c ent c hange in the average
14

).

Th e average daily m e mber

s h ip was the average number of days per student.

This information

c ame from the Educational Statistics Digest for South Dakota 1970 and
1980.
1 5.

Cost per aver age daily member.

Pe r c e n t change in the

c ost per average daily member ( Y

) . This informa t i on was obtai ned
15
from the Educat ional Stat istics Di aest fo r th e state of South Dak ta
1 970 and 1 9 0.
1 6.

H igh school degree.

Perc ent c han�e in the perc ent of

people over 2 5 with a h igh schoo l degree, 1 970- O, by county (Y 1 6 ) .
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This was obta ined from the Census o f South Dakota for 1970 and 198 0.
Nondemographic-Economics
17.

Unemployment.

Percent change in the percent of peo ple

unemployed, 1970-80, by county ( Y17).

This information was from the

Census for 1970 and 1980.

The employment by industry by county was from the Department
of Commerce.
18.

Agricultural employment.

Percent change in the number

of people employed in agriculture, 1970-80, by county (Y 1 8 ).

information was obtained from the

This

Department of Commerce by

compiling the number employed as agricultural proprieto rs and agricul
tural wag_e earners for 1970 and 198 0.
19.

Manufacturing employment.

Percent change in the number

of people employed in manufacturing, 1970-80 by county (Y
20.

Retail trade employment.

) ( Ibid) .
19

Percent change in numbers

employed in retail trade, 1970-80, by county (Y20) (Ibid) .
21.

Wholesale trade employment.

Percent change in numbers

employed in wholesale trade, 1970-80, by county (Y
22.

Service employment.

21

) ( Tb id).

Percent change in numbers employed

in services, 1970-80, by county (Y22) (Ib j d) .
23. Below poverty level. Percent change in the pro portion
of peo ple below the poverty level, 1970- O, by county (Y23) . This
was defined as the number of persons below the poverty level in
proportion to the total number of persons in the county.
obtained from the Census data 1970 and 19 0.

This was
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24.

Per cap i ta income.

income, 1970-80, by county (Y
t he Census for 1970 and 1980.

24

Percent change in the per cap i ta
) . This information was obt a ined from

Nondemographic-Business
25.

Percent change in the number of

Number of Businesses.

bus inesses, 1970-80, by county (Y

25

).

Th is was the number of

businesses in the coun ty as defined in the Coun ty B usiness Pat terns
1970 and 1980.
26.

Business employmen t.

employees, 1970-80 , by coun ty (Y

Percent change in the number of
Th is was t he number of

26 ) .

employees in the coun ty as defi ned in the Coun ty Business Pat terns
1970 and · 1980 .
27.

Payroll of businesses.

Pe rcen t change in the quarterly

payro l l of businesses, 1970-80, by county (Y

27

).

This was defined as

the quarterly pay roll as recorded in the Coun ty Bus iness Pat terns
1970 and 1980.

Though annual payroll would be preferable, the annual

data were not available in the 1970 repor t.
Nondemograph ic-Hospital
28.

Hospitals.

Percent change in the number of hospj tals

per resi<lent 1970-80, by county (Y

2

).

Thi s was defined as the

number of hospi tals recorded in t he American Hospi t al Associat i on
Gu ide 1 970 and 1980.
29.

Hosp i tal adm i ssions.

Percen t chang e in nu mber

hospi tal admissi ons per resident 1970- O, by coun ty (Y 20 ) .

f
This was

defined as the n umber of admi ss i ons to h osp ital s as recorded in the
. merican Hospital

ssociat ion Gu ide 1970 and 1 9 0.
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30.

Hospital payroll.

Percent change in the hospital pay

roll per resident 1970-80, by county (Y 30 ) .

This was defined as the

payroll recorded in the American Hospital Association Guide, 1970 and

1980.
3 1.

Hospital personnel.

Percent change in the hospital

personnel per resident as recorded in the American Hospital Associ
ation Guide, 1970 and 1980, by county (Y

).
31
Additional variables that were considered dealt with welfare

factors such as number of recipients of food stamps, aid to dependent
children and old age assistance.

Further investigation, however,

determined that rules and regulations directing these programs have
been altered sufficiently between 1970 and 1980 to make comparability
difficult and even misleading.
Independent Variables
The independent variable in this study was pattern of net
migration by county in South Dakota for the decade 1970 to 1980.

Net

migration in a population is the balance of out-migration offset by
in-migration (Shryock, 1976).

The data for this variable are from a

study of net migration in South Dakota by Riley and Baer, ( 1981 ) .
In determining how to categorize the net migration f o r two
time periods, 1970 and 1980, patterns of migration were developed.
The methodology of Brown and Beale (19 1) was useful, in that they
developed a similar framework for describing the sociodemographic
conditions in nonmetropolitan America and were primarily interested
in demographic changes due to population change.

In analyzing the
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post- 1970 population trends , these authors developed a typology of
nonmetropolitan countie s , categorizing them as follows:
(1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
( 5)

continuous population growth
reverse turnaround (gained in 1960 and lost in 1970 )
continuous population decline
turnaround counties (lost in 1960 and gained in 1970 )
extreme turnaround ( over 2 1. 8 percent growth after
decline )

In reviewing their work , Poston stated that "The Brown/Beale
analy sis of the social and demographic contents of thes e five types
of nonmetropolitan countie s illustrated vividly the diversity in
their post- 1970 population trends • • • "

Their results demonstrated

forcefully that a single analytic model does not provide the best
explanation for the post- 1970 population trends of the nonmetro
politan counties of the United State s.

In one category of counties ,

certain variable s were the foundation for the explanation , in another
category , other variables were central.

Their diversity in explan

ation would have been lost had the authors examined the social and
demographic contents of the counties in concert (Poston, 1983: 29) .
This typology represents an innovative and valuable device by
which countie s may be analyzed.

Most of the counties of South Dakota

were experiencing out-migration.

Twenty percent were in fact experi

encing high out-migration ( 15 percent or more).

It is nece s sary for

the analysis of South Dakota to further cla s sify the out-migration
pattern.

Using the categorization of McNamara ( 1974 ) , high out

migration was 15 percent and over for one or both of the decades and
low to moderate out-migration was under 15 percent for one decade.
The recent trend in turnaround migration was also recorded in
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South Dakota counties.

Because of the dramatic shi ft in migration

patterns, it was benef i cial to determine what demograph ic and socio
economic differences exi st in the high out-migrat ion count i es , wh ich
show the extreme declining pattern, and the turnaround counties,
wh ich show growth pattern after declines.

Therefore, these two

categories were selected for basic compari son purposes.
The independent variables were operationalized as follows:
(1 )
(2)
(3 )
(4)
(5)

Continuous growth counties ( gained population in 1970
and 1980) .
Turnaround counties ( lost population in 1970 and gained
populati on in 1980) .
Reverse turnaround counties (ga ined populati on in 1970
and lost population in 1980 ) .
Out-migration counties (lost under 15 percent o f the
population during 1970 o r 1980 or both).
High out-migration counties ( lost over 15 percent due to
migrati on in 1970 and 1980 ) .

Null Hypothesis
The following null hypothesis was tested at the 0.05 level of
significance.
The independent variable pattern of net mi�ration will not
contribute significantly to the explanation of observed
changes in the demographic and soci oeconomic variables in
South Dakota counties, when the variables are defi ned as
specified above.
Mode of Analysis
The following d iscussion specifies how each of the obj ectives
were accomplished.

There were five obj ectives employed to answer the

basic research questio n o f what

ere the ma j or demographic and socio

economic characteri stics of high out-mi gration counties and what are
the differences that d i stinguish out-rni �ration counties from th ose
counti es with recent in-migration in South Daktoa from 1970 to 19 0.
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Statistical methods employed included descriptive tables which
reported a summary of the data on net migration and population change
by county in the State of South Dakota and a descriptive table
reporting the migration pattern categories.

Simple linear correlation

was used to determine the extent of the association between the
independent and dependent variables.

Discriminant analysis and

stepwise discriminant analysis were used to determine the degree of
covariance between the counties within the migration pattern
categories.

Finally an analysis of variance was utilized with a Duncan

Waller test of means to determine the extent of variance between the
various migration patterns.
After the data on the thirty-five variables had been collected
for each of the sixty-six counties in the study, the data were analyzed
by computer.

The . 05 level of significance was used to test the r

2

and

F values.
Objective One
Objective one was to determine the level and direction of net
migration for the counties of the state of South Dakota 1970 to 1980.
This objective was accomplished in the writing of the paper
by Riley and Baer, ( 1981 ).
rate of -4. 0.

See Table 1.

The state had a net migration

Thirteen counties reported in-migration while fifty

three reported out-migration.

The counties ranged from a high out

migration of -2 8. 5 in J ones county and a high in-migration of
Custer.

2 3. 7

in
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TAB LE 1
�T M I GRATI ON I N SOUTH DAKOTA COUNT I ES , 1 9 7 0 AND 1 9 8 0
COUNTY

POP 7 0 NEnf I G 7 0 RATM I G 7 0 POP80 NETM I G80 RAT 1 I G80 PTTRN1'1I G

AURORA
4183
BEADLE
22977
BENNETT
3088
BON HOMME
85 7 7
BROOKINGS 2 2 15 8
3 6 9 20
BROWN
5870
BRULE
1 7 39
BUFFALO
7825
BUTTE
2866
CAMPBELL
CHARLES nx 9 9 9 4
5 5 15
CLARK
12923
CLAY
CODI GTON 1 9 140
4994
CORSO
4698
CUSTER
1 7 3 19
DAVI SON
8713
DAY
5 6 86
DEUEL
5 1 70
DEWEY
4569
DOUGLAS
5 548
EmfU, DS
FALL R I VER 7 5 0 5
389 3
FAULK
9 005
GRANT
6710
GREGORY
2802
HAAKON
5 5 20
HAMLIN
5883
H� D
3781
HA,'S0
1855
HARDL G
1 16 3 2
HUGHES
HUTCH ! . SON 103 7 9
25 15
HYDE
2 9 20
JACKSON
3 3 10
JERAULD
1882
JONES
7657
KINGSBURY
1 1456
LAKE
1 7453
LAWRENCE
1 1761
LINCOLN
4060
LYMAN
7 246
'-1CCOOK
5022
MCPHERSON
5 9 65
MARSHALL
1 7020
fEADE
2420
!ELLETTE
4454
MI ER
M I EHAHA 95209
7622
�OODY
PE, . I ,'GTO. 5 9 349
7 69
PERK I NS
4449
POTTER
1 16 7 8
ROBERTS
36 9 7
SA.-.;BOR1
8 1 98
SHA. , ·o,
1 05 9 5
S P I.iK
245 7
ST�'LEY
2362
SULLY
6606
TODD
8171
TR IPP
9872
TliR.'IB R
9643
U. ' I O
7842
ALWORTH
'ASH BAUGH 1 3 8 7
1 9039
y ·no. ·
2221
Z I EBACH

- 85 7
- 2 607
- 54 7
- 1 15 1
- 1 33
- 1448
- 1276
- 273
- 15 06
- 10 0 1
- 3069
- 1 7 39
7 90
- 28 5 0
- 1874
-523
- 9 38
- 2 198
- 15 1 3
- 1 194
-976
- 1 1 70
- 34 1 4
-877
- 1695
- 12 0 7
- 85 2
- 1 009
- 1476
- 1235
- 7 10

-2969
- 1474
- 34 3
- 68 6
- 885
- 424
- 19 12
- 1 196
- 1 740
- 1 109
- 879
- 15 75
- 1 180
- 1 178
3 285
- 650
- 1179
-4467
- 1 605
- 12 98
- 15 9 5
- 1223
-28 1 1
- 1 137
- 100
- 1 727
-223 1
- 609
682
- 16 04
- 1 5 89
- 12 16
- 1197
80
- 3 19
- 7 72

- 18 . 0
- 12 . 0
-17 .9
-12.5
-0 . 7
-4 . 2
-20 . 2
-17.6
-17.5
-28 . 3
-26 . 0
-24 . 4
7.3
- 14 . 1
-32 . 3
- 10 . 7
-5 .6
-20 . 9
-22 . 3
-22 . 7
- 19 . 1
- 19 . 2
-31 . 9
- 19 . 9
- 17 . 1
- 16 . 3
- 25 . 8
- 16 . 0
- 22 . 0
-26 . 9
- 30 . 0
- 23 . 3
- 13 . 3
- 13 . 2
- 34 . 6
-21 . 9
- 20 . 5
- 20 . 7
- 10 . 2
- 10 . 2
-9 . 0
- 19 . 9
- 19 . 1
- 20 . 3
-17 . 7
27 . 3
-24 . 4
-2 1 . 8

-5 . 2
- 18 . 2
- 21 . 5
- 26 . 7
- 24 . 8
-21 . 3
- 24 . 5
-1.7
- 14 . 8
-54 . 6
-23 . 4
1' . 6
- 18 . 3
- 14 . 2
-11.9
- 14 . 8
7.7
-1.8
- 30 . 9

3628
19 1 9 5
3044
8059
243 3 2
369 62
5245
1795
8372
2243
9680
4894
13689
20885
5 19 6
6000
1 7 820
8 1 33
5 28 9
5 366
4181
5 159
8439
3327
9 0 13
60 1 5
2 7 94
5261
4948
3415
1 7 00
14 220
9 35 0
2069
3437
2 9 29
1463
6679
1 0 7 24
18339
13942
3864
6 444
4 02 7
5 404
207 1 7
2249
3 7 39
1 09 4 35
6692
036 1
4 00
3674
109 1 1
32 1 3
1 1323
9201
25 3 3
1990
7 3 28
7 2 68

9255
1 09 38
70 1 1
18952
2308

- 7 25
- 26 1 7
-432
- 66 7
437
- 2 829
-987
-212
130
-677
-995
- 6 80
-241
376
-622
1 1 15
-6 1 1
-682
-485
- 6 76
-561
-622
898
-6 19
- 3 62
-876
-333
- 2 74
- 1 1 30
-585
- 25 6
1 1 03
- 1 050
- 5 45
12 1
- 43 9
-536
- 845
- 1 247
- 264
1 649
-587
- 843
- 1 004
-567
1 7 62
-430
-717
5396
- 1 108
147
-239
- 9 84
- 14 3 3
-528
931
- 1 594
- 19 6
-576
- 90
-1 7

- 17 . 3
- 12 . 5
- 14 . 0
-7 . 8
2.0
-7 . 7
- 16 . 8
- 12 . 2
1. 7
-23 . 6
- 10 . 0
- 12 . 3
-1.9
2.0
12 . 5
23 . 7
-3 . 5
-7 . 8
-8 . 5
-13. 1
- 12 . 3
-11.2
12 . 0
- 15 . 9
-4 . 0
- 13 . 1
-11.9
-5 . 0
- 19 . 2
- 15 . 5
- 13 . 8
9.5
- 10 . 1
-21 . 7
4. 1
- 13 . 3
- 28 . 5
-11.0
- 10 . 9
-1.5
14 . 0
- 14 . 5
-11.6
-20 . 0
-9 . 5
10 . 4
- 17 . 8
- 16 . 1
5.7
- 14 . 5
2.5
-5 . 0
- 22 . 1
- 12 . 3
- 14 . 3
12 . 0
- 15 . 0
-8 . 0
- 24 . 4
- 12 . 0
- 18 . 1

638
- 1227

6.6
- 15 . 6

- 1379

-7 . 2
- 13 . 6

- 73

- 30 3

-4 . 8

5
4
4
4
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Objective Two
Objective two was to identify those counties with high levels
of net out-migration defined as 15 percent or more; those with
moderate to low out-migration ( 14. 9 percent and under ), 1970 or 1980
or both ; revePse turnaround in- in 1970 and out- in 1980 ; those
counties with turnaround migration (those who reported out-migration
in 1970 and in-migration in 1980) and those counties with in
migration in both decades.
By using McNamara, ( 1974) ; and Riley and Baer, ( 198 1); these
categories of the patterns of migration were obtained.
for high out-migration counties.

See Table 2

There were twelve counties in the

high out-migration category: Aurora, Brule, Campbell, Faulk, Hand,
Hanson, Jones, Mellette, Miner, Potter, Sully, and Tripp. There were
also twelve turnaround counties: Brookings, Butte, Codington, Custer,
Fall River, Hughes, Jackson, Lincoln, Minnehaha, Pennington, Shannon,
and Union.

See Table J.

The remaining counties were classified as

reverse turnaround, Table 4 ; continuous in, Table 5 and out
migration, Table 6.
Objective Three
Obj ective three was to determine the significance of the
relationship between the selected demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics for all the counties and the migration pattern
categories for South Dakota, 1970 and 1980 and to determine the
percent change in these selected factors from 1970 to 1980.
The selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics
were listed as the dependent variables.

They were selected from a
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TABLE 2

In-Migration Counties in South Dakota , 1970 to 1980. *
Net Migration Rate
1970
Meade

Net Migration Rate
1980

27. 3

*Counties with in-migration for 1970 and 1980.

TABLE 3

Turnaround Migration Counties in South Dakota, 1970 to 1980. *
Net Migration Rate
1970
Brookings
Butte
Codington
Custer
Fall River
Hughes
Jackson
Lincoln
Minnehaha
Pennington
Shannon
Union

- 0. 7
-17 - 5
- 14. 1
-10. 7
-31 - 9
-23. 3
-34. 6
- 9. 0
- 5. 2
-21. 5
- 1. 7
- 11. 9

Net Migration Rate
1980
2. 0
1. 7
2. 0
23. 7
12. 0
9. 5
4. 1
14. 0
5. 7
2. 5
12. 0
6. 6

*Counties that lost population in 1970 but gained population in 1980.
TABLE 4
Reverse Turnaround Counties in South Dakota, 1970 to 1980. *
et Migration Rate
1970
Clay
Todd

7. 3
14. 6

Net Migration Rate
1980
- 1. 9
-12. 0

*Counties with in-migration in 1970 and out-migration in 19 0.
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TABLE 5

Out-Migration Counties in South Dakota, 1970 to 1980. *
Net Migration Rate
1970
Beadle
Bennett
Bon Homme
Brown
Buffalo
Charles Mix
Clark
Corson
Davison
Day
Duel
Dewey
Douglas
Edmunds
Grant
Gregory
Haakon
Hamlin
Harding
Hutchinson
Hyde
Jerauld
Kingsbury
Lake
Lawrence
McCook
Marshall
Perkins
Roberts
Sanborn
Spink
Stanley
Turner
Walworth
Yankton
Ziebach

- 12. 0
-17 - 9
-12. 5
- 4. 2
- 17. 6
-26. 0
-24 - 4
-32. 3
- 5. 6
-20. 9
-22. 3
-22. 7
-19. 1
-19. 2
- 17. 1
-16. 3
-25. 8
- 16. 0
-30. 0
- 13. 3
13. 2
-2 1. 9
-20. 7
-10. 2
-10. 2
-19. 1
-17 - 7
-26. 7
-21. 3
-24. 5
-14. 8
-54. 6
-14. 2
-14. 8
- 1.
-30. 9

Net Migration Rate
1980
- 12. 5
-14. 0
- 7. 8
- 7. 7
-12. 2
-10. 0
-12. 4
-12. 5
- 3. 5
- 7. 8
- 8. 5
-13. 1
-12. 3
-1 1. 2
- 4. 0
-13. 1
-11. 9
- 5. 0
- 13. 8
-10. 1
-21. 7
-13. 3
-11. 0
-10.9
1. 5
-11. 6
- 9. 5
- 5. 0
-12. 3
-14. 3
-15. 0
- 8. 0
- 4. 8
- 15. 6
- 7. 2
-13. 6

-

*Counties that lost less than 15 percent of population, 1970 or 19 0.
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TABLE 6
High Net Out-Migration Counties in South Dakota, 1970 and 1980.➔�
Net Migration Rate
1970
South Dakota
Aurora
Brule
Campbell
Faulk
Hand
Hanson
Jones
Mellette
Miner
Potter
Sully
Tripp

-13.6
-18.0
-20.2
-28.3
-19 - 9
-22.0
-26.9
-20.5
-24 - 4
-21.8
-24.8
-23 - 4
-18.3

Net Migration Rate
1980
- 4.0
-17.3
-16.8
-23.6
-15 - 9
-19.2
-15 - 5
-28.5
-17.8
-16.1
-22.1
-24 - 4
-18.1

�Counties with over 15 percent out-migrati on, 1970 and 1980.

➔
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list of such variables compiled by the Center for Social Research and
Development, University of Denver ( 1973, 1974 ), for a study of socio
economic data in the counties of South Dakota.

This study rank

ordered the counties of South Dakota by the various data compiled.
The data for this study was collected from various sources for 1970
and 1980 information.

A percent change was calculated for each

county for each of the selected variables.
The demographic data were obtained from the U. S. Census,
South Dakota, for 1970 and 1980.

Vital statistics were obtained from

the Department of Health in South Dakota in the annual report of
public health statistics for 1970 and 1980.
· The nondemographic data were gathered from various sources.
The educational information came from the 1970 and 1980 Census -of
South Dakota, the Educational Statistics Digest for the State of
South Dakota for 1970 and 1980, and the Educational Directory of the
Schools of South Dakota, 1970 and 1980.

The economic variables were

obtained from Census information, 1970 and 1980, data from the Depart
ment of Commerce on employment by type of industry, 1970 and 1980.
Business variables were from the . 1970 and 1980 County Business
Patterns for South Dakota.

Health welfare variables were obtained

from the Census for South Dakota and the American Hospital Associ
ation Guide for 1970 and 1980.

A simple linear regression resulting in an r2 value was

computed for each variable to determine the extent of association of
the dependent variables to pattern of net migration by category, the

1 00

independent variable.

In this case , the analysis determined how much

change had occurred in the selected demographic and socioeconomic
variables and the extent to which pattern of net migration was
related to them .

See Table 7.

Objective Four
Objective four was to compare the counties -for similarities
within the categories based on the patterns of net migration , that
is , to determine the extent to which the counties in each category
were alike.
Through this analysis it was possible to determine the
profile of the various categories of counties.

For example , did high

out-migration counties share certain characteristics such as similar
median age or similar birth rates?

See Table 8.

For objective four it was necessary to compute the extent of
covariance within the categories by using discriminant analysis.
This technique used the pattern of migration as the dependent
variable and the selected demographic and socioeconomic variables as
independent variables.

Though this appears to be unusual , after

careful consideration and consultation it was determined that this
technique best answered the obj ective.

Discriminant analysis tests

the homogeneity of the within group covariance by developing a
"discriminant model or classification criterion using a measure of
generalized squared distance assuming that each class has a multi
variate normal distribution" ( Ray, 19 2: 3 1) .

This directly

addressed the question of the relationship among variables in
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TA BLE 7

Correlation Coefficients for Pattern of et Migration by Selected
Demographic and Socioeconomic Variables.
Demographic Variables
Young Adult Ratio
Child Dependency Ratio
Age-Dependency Ratio
Index of Aging
Median Age
Crude Ilirth Rate
Fert i lity Ratio
Crude Death Rate
Infant Death Rate
General Dependency Ratio
Sex Ratio

Correlation Coefficient
0. 37 211
-0. 34228
0. 51680
0. 52 595
0. 40744
0. 22807
0. 01817
0. 218 50
-0. 11 1 7 3
0. 11120
-0.05922
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Nondemographic Variabl es
Employment
Businesses
Agricultural Employment
Hospitals
Teachers per pupil
Service
Wholesale
Poverty
Per Capit a Income
Students
Schools
Average Daily Membership
Cost per Average Daily Membership
Percent High School Grad uates
Unemployment
Manufact uring
Retail
Business Employment
Bus iness Payroll
Hospital Admissions
Hospital Payroll
Hosp ital Personnel

*
**�
���

-0. 6 28 97
-0. 5796 5
0. 52340
0. 32036
0. 31900
0. 31171
0. 28 566
-0. 26404
-0. 25 561
0.09525
0. 19 6 5
-0.046 57
0. 17 200
0.07 6 54
-0.0598 3
0. 117 0
-0. 97 7 2
0.02174
-0.00037
-0. 1 3242
-0. 1 1 69
-0. 0 02

S i gnif icant . 05 Level
S i gn ificant . 0 5 Level i n Oppos i t e D i rect i on
ot S ignificant . 5 Level
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TABLE 8

Stepwise D iscrimj nant Analysis Selection Summary
Step

Variable

1
2
3
4

Businesses
Teachers per Pupil
Child Dependency Ratio
Death Rate
Employment
Retail
Business Employment
Sex Ratio
Average Daily Membership
B irth Rate
Agricultural Employment
Cost per Ave rage Daily
Membership
Students
High School Graduates
Busine ss Payroll

5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
1

Unexplained Variance
Explained Variance
3 = ( p=. 05 )

2

=

Wilks 1 1
Lambda

Average Squared
2
Canonical Correlation

. 4016 3
. 2805
. 2 190
. 1812
. 1649
. 149 1
. 1334
. 1231
. 1075
. 0806
. 0772

. 07 55

. 5984
. 7195
. 7810
. 8188
. 8351
. 8510
. 8666
. 8769
. 8925
. 9194
. 9228
. 92 45

. 0604
. 0 185
. 0 161

. 9396
. 98 15
.9838

10 3
different populations or samples (for purposes of this study, the
co"tmties in the two migration pattern categories of turnaround and
high out-migration).

From this the extent to which each of the

selected variables are in fact alike among the counties in the
category was determined (Kerlinger, 1973: 650-651) .
A further analysis , stepwise discriminant analysis
(stepdisc), was computed to determine in what order the selected
variables are related to the net migration patterns .

That is , which

variables were more explanatory than others in. building the profile
of the specific migration category.

It should be remembered that the

counties had only been typed or categorized by net migration pattern.
The purpose of this analysis was to see if certain values of the
selected variables were more likely to be charcteristic of high out
migration or turnaround counties.
The statistical procedure for stepdisc involves a stepwise
discriminant analysis by stepwise selection of the most significant
variables , progressing to the least significant.

Thus, the variables

that contributed to the discriminatory power in the category were
determined.
Stepwise selection begins with no variables in the model. At
each step, if a variable already in the model fails to meet
the criterion to stay, the worst such variable is removed.
Otherwise, the varible that contributes the most to the
discriminatory power of the model (as measured by Wilks '
lambda) is entered. When all the variables in the model meet
the criterion to stay, and none of the other variables meet
the criterion to enter, the stepwise selection process stops
(Ray, 1982: 406).
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Objective Five
Objective five was to_ determine whether there was a signifi
cant difference between the migration pattern counties.

Specifi

cally , do high out-migration counties vary significantly from turn
around counties?
This objective employed an analysis of variance to specify
whether the means of the migration patterns categories differed signi
ficantly from each other.

The Duncan-Waller test was employed to

determine which of the counties differed significantly (Helwig and
Council, 1979: 191-193).

This technique specified which of the

variables were most different or alike between the migration patterns
by analyzing differences between the means of the variables in each
category.

See Table 9.

In summary , obj ectives one and two resulted in descriptive
summary tables.

Obj ective three resulted in a summary appendix and

calculations of percent change with a simple linear regession test to
determine which of the selected variables were significantly related
to net migration patterns. The fourth obj ective resulted in a
discriminant analysis and stepdisc procedure to determine which of
the selected vabiables were most alike within the net migration types
Obj ective five resulted in an analysis of variables and a Duncan-Waller
test between the net migration types on the means to determine how
similar high out-migration counties were when compared with turnaround
counties.

1 05
TABLE 9

Duncan-Waller Analy s i s of Variance B etwe een �leans by Patterns o f �et
Migration
Variable

Pattern s of Ne t Migrat i on
1

2

3

4

5

29. 67 ab

30. 94ab

26. 80ab

Young Adult
Ratio

2 1 . 0 Sb��

41. 67a

Age-Dependency
Ratio

1 0. l l ab

1 0. l l ab

- 1 1 . 74c

9. 95ab

17. 97 a

Index of Aging

49. zoab

1 7. 6 1 bc

12. 66c

43. 69abc

68. l l a

Sex Ratio

-2. 65ab

. 07 a

- 7. 20b

- 1. 86ab

-0. 70a

1 05. 7 0ab

1 1 1 . 99a

Median Ag e

1 15. 79a

98. 3 2b

1 07. 7 8 ab

Employment

1 8. 1 6a

22. 09a

2 1 . 46 a

2. 44ab

- 1 2. 42b

-3 1 . 99b

-33. 68b

-34. 87b

-20. S6ab

-7. 63a

1 1. 89b

4. 0 l b

-3. 02ab

45. 89a

Agricultural
Employment
Busine s s e s

23. 58 ab

36. 8 1a

Hospitals

-0. l l ab -23. 97ab

1 6. 90ab
-54 - 93b

*Me ans with the s ame letter are not s ignificantly d i fferent ( p=. 0 5 ) .

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
This chapter presents the fi ndings on the . f ive objectives o f
this dessertation.

The f indings concerning the changes in net mi gra

tion for counties from 1970 to 1980 in the state of South Dakota were
f ir st described.

From this, migration patterns were determined based

on the net migration rates for the 197 0 to 198 0 per iod.

Statistical

analyses were computed to determine which of the selected demographic
and socioeconomic variables were signif ican tly related to patterns o f
net migration .

Further analyses were performed to determine which o f

the selected variables were most characteristi c of the two types o f
migration patterns, high out-migration and turnaround.

F inally, the

extent to which the two groups o f counti es differed was com puted.
Objective One: Statewide Net Migration Changes in South Dakota
Just prior to the study per iod, between 1960 to 1970, 53
(79%) o f the counties o f South Dakota lost population with some
counties registering 2 5-40% loss �
dramatic.

Heavy population loss was

The birth rate had declined in the state but out-mi gration

continued at a h i gh rate.

The net out-migrati on for the 196 0-7 0

decade was over 92, 000 persons, or a rate of 1 3. 6 percent ( Riley and
Baer, 1981 ) .
This sets the stage for the 197 0- 0 net migra tion rat es .
out-m i gration dro pped dramatically from 1960-70 to 197 0- 0.

The

state lost only 4. 0 percent of the 197 0 population or 26, 384 peo ple

et
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in the 1970 decade.
In fact, where only four counties recorded in-migration in
the 1960s, thirteen recorded in-migration in the 1 970s.

Fewer

counties had high out-migration of 15 percent or more ( 37 in 1 960s
and 1 2 in 1 970s).

A dramatic change was evident.

See Table 1 and

Map 1 .
Objective Two:

Patterns of Net Migration in Counties of South Dakota.

Patterns of net migration were determined by analyzing the
net migration rates for 1970 and 1 980.

This resulted in five

patterns of net migration which described the process of migration
between 1 970 and 1 980 in South Dakota.

Those patterns were as

follows:
(1)
( 2)
( 3)
(4)
(5)

In-Migration ( both decades) .
Turnaround migration (out-migration 1 970, in-migration
1 980).
Reverse turnaround ( in-migration 1 970, out-migration
1980) .
Out-migration ( out migration of under 1 5 percent for
1 970 or 1980 or both times).
High out-migration ( over 15 percent out-migration 1970
and 1980).

In determining the patterns of net migration it was found
that one cowtty had in-migration both decades, twelve counties
recorded turnaround, two counties had reverse turnaround, thirty-nine
had under 15 percent out-migration and twelve counties had high out
migration. See Tables 2-6.
Objective Three :

Selected Demographic and Socioeconomic Variables.

To statistically determine which of the selected variables
were significant, a simple linear regression was computed usi�g
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patterns of net migration as the independent variable.

These

patterns were labeled: (1 ) in-migration, (2 ) turnaround, (3) reverse
turnaround, (4 ) moderate out-migration, (5 ) high out-migration.

The

higher the number of the pattern of migration, the higher the out
migration .

This pattern of migration was tested against the selected

demographic and socioeconomic dependent variables.

The results are

in summary form in Table 7 .
Testing of the Research Hypotheses Objective Three
The patterns of net migration were tested against selected
demographic and socioeconomic dependent variables.
The· research hypotheses stated in Chapter II are not in them
selves testable.

The statistical hypothesis is the form of the state

ment used to test the relationship.

The statistical hypotheses were

stated in the null form (a statistical proposition which states that
there is no association between the variables of the problem) .
hypotheses were tested at the . 05 level of significance.

The

The

reporting of the findings which follows includes the statement of the
2
null hypotheses, and the correlation ·coefficients (r values).

Demographic Variables-Fertility
Null hypothesis 1. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migraiton and the percent change in the
crude birth rate.
The correlation coefficient was . 22807 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.
ull hypothesis

2.

We failed to rej ect the null.

There is no significant association
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between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
fertility rate.
The correlation coefficient was . 0 1 8 1 7 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Mortality
Null hypothesis 3. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
crude death rate .
The correlation coefficient was . 2 1 850 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to re j ect the null.

Null hypothesis 4. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
infant death rate.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 1 1 1 73 which was not signi
ficant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null .

Dependency Ratios
Null hypotheses 5. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
child dependency ratio.
The correlation coefficent was -0. 34228 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was re j ected .

The greater the

pattern of net migration the lower the child dependency ratio.
Null hypothesis 6. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
young adult ratio.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 372 1 1 which was significant
at the . 05 level .

The null hypothesis was re j ected .

The greater the

pattern of net migration the lower the young adult ratio.
ull hypothesis 7. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
index of aging.
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The correlation coefficient was 0 . 52595 which was significant
at the the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater

the pattern of net migration, the higher the index of aging.
Null hypothesis 8. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
general dependency ratio.
The correlation coefficient was 0.1 1120 which was not signifi
cant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 9. There is no significant association
between the rate of net migration and the percent change in the age
dependency ratio.
The correlation coefficient was . 5 1 680 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater the

pattern of net migration the higher the age dependency ratio.
Null hypothesis 10. There is no significant association
between rate of net migration and the percent increase in median age.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 40744 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejec ted.

The greater the

rate of net migration the greater the median age.
Sex ratio
Null hypothesis 1 1. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
sex ratio.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 05922 which was not
s ignificant at the . 05 level.

We failed to rejec t the null.

Nondemographic variables.
Education
ull hypothesis 1 2. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
proportion of adults 25 years and older with a high school education.
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The correlation coefficient was 0. 07654 which was not signi
ficant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 13. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
number of schools per resident.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 19865 which was not signifi
cant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 14. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change of
teachers per student.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 3 1900 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater the

pattern of net migration the greater percent change in the teacher
per student ratio.
Null hypothesis 15. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in number
of students.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 09525 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 16. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in
average daily membership of students.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 04657 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 17. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in cost
per average daily membership.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 17200 which was not signifi
cant at the . 05 level of significance.

We failed to reject the null.
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Economics
Null hypothesis 18. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in
percent employed in agriculture.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 52340 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater the

pattern of net migration, the greater the percent employed in
agriculture.
Null hypothesis 19. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in employ
ment.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 62897 which was
significant at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The

greater the pattern of net migration the lower the percent employed.
Null hypothesis 20. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in
percent unemployed.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 05983 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to rejected the null.

Null hypothesis 21. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in manu
facturing.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 11780 which was not signifi
cant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 22. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
percent employed in wholesale.
The correlation coefficient was 0.2 566 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater the

pattern of net migration the greater the percent change in percent
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employed in wholesale.

The direction was the reverse of what had

been hypothesized.
Null hypothesis 23. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
percent employed in retail.
The correlation coefficient was -0.07728 which was not
significant at the . 05 level .

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 24. There is no significant association
between the rate of net migration and the percent change in the
percent employed in service.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 3 1 1 7 1 which was significant
at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The greater the

pattern · of net migration the greater the percent employed in services.
The direction was the reverse of what had been hypothesized.
Null hypothesis 25. There is no significant association
between the rate of net migration and the percent change in the
number of persons below the poverty level.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 26404 which was significant
at the . OS level.

The null hypothesis was rejected. The greater the

pattern of net migration the greater percent change in persons
below the poverty level.
Null hypothesis 26. There is no significant association
between the rate of net migration and the percent change in the per
capita income.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 25561 which was
significant at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

greater the rate of net migration the lower the per capita income.
Health
Null hypothesis 27. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the

The
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number of hospitals per resident.
The correlation coefficient ·was 0. 32036 which was significant
at the . 05 level .

The null hypothesis was rej ected.

The greater

the pattern of net migration the greater the percent change in
number of hospitals.

The direction was the reverse of what had been

hypothesized.
Null hypothesis 28. There is not significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
number of admissions of hospitals per resident.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 13242 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null •

. Null hypothesis 29. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
number of hospital personnel per resident.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 08028 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 30. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
payroll of hospitals.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 1 1869 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Businesses
Null hypothesis 3 1. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in number
of businesses.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 57965 which was
significant at the . 05 level.

The null hypothesis was rejected.

The

greater the pattern of net migration the lower the percent change in
percent of businesses.

This is in the reverse direction of what had
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been hypothesized.
Null hypothesis 32. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
number of business employees.
The correlation coefficient was 0. 2174 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Null hypothesis 33. There is no significant association
between the pattern of net migration and the percent change in the
business payroll.
The correlation coefficient was -0. 00037 which was not
significant at the . 05 level.

We failed to reject the null.

Summary
The findings reported above are in accord with the statement
in objective three:

To determine the selected demographic and socio

economic characteristic of the counties of South Dakota -and to
determine which of the variables are significant in the association
with patterns of migration.
Significant associations were found between the pattern of
net migration and the percent change in these demographic variables:
young adult ratio, child dependency ratio, age dependency ratio,
index of aging, median . age.

The following nondemographic variables

were significant: employment , percent employed in agriculture,

percent employed in wholesale, percent employed in service, percent
of persons in poverty, per capita income, teachers per student, total
businesses and hospitals.
The associations between the pattern of net migration and the
percent change in these demographic variables were not found to be
significant : the birth rate, the fertility ratio, the death rate, the
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i nfant death rate , the total d ependency rat i o , the sex ratio .

The

nondemographic var i ables that were not s ign i ficant i ncluded : average
daily membership in schools, number of s tudents and schools, percent
employed in manufactur i ng , percent employed in retail, percent
employed in busines s and percent high school graduates .
Five of the nondemograph ic associations were in the oppos i te
direction a s had been hypothe sized:

the percent employed in

wholesale and the percent employed in services, number of teachers,
total bus i nesses , and hospitals .

The following table summarizes the

major research findings of thi s study in relat i on to net migrat ion
pattern s .

The next section w ill di scus s the pa rticular f i ndings and

the interpretations as sociated with th em .
Interpretat ion of the F i nd ings of Objective Three .

To

i nterpret the findings of obj ective three it was necessary to compare
the bas i c var iables and pe rcent change registered in the two key
migration patterns, high out-migration (HOM ) and turnaround ( TA) .
Demo�raphic Variables
Crude birth rate.

There was no significant relationshi p

between patterns o f net m j gr ati on and crude birth rate .

Though

research indicated that birth r ates would be lower in high out
m i gration counties the data show that bir th rates were low and stable
in almost all counties .

There were increases i n seven of the

turnaround counties but decreases in five .

In th e h i ah

ut-m i ration

counties nine had i ncrea ses whi le three had d ecreases j n the crude
b i r th rate .
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Fert i l i ty rate.

Thi s was found to be non s ignif icant.

Th i s

computation i s ba sed in part on number of live births s o i f the crude
b irth rate i s not sign ificant it would be expected that the fertil i ty
rate would not be s ignificant.

The fertility rate declined in e i ght

of the turnaround countie s and increa sed in four.

It decl ined in ten

o f the twelve h igh out-migration coun t i e s.
Crude death rate.

Thi s was found to not be significantly re

lated to patterns of mj gra t ion.

The death rate i s also at a low,

stable point acros s categorie s.

The crude death rate dropped in ten

of the twelve turnaround countie s and dropped ln s i x of the high out
m igrat ion countie s. Though there was a d ifference in the number of
countie s record ing d rops in the crude death rate, it wa s not
s i gnificant.
Infant death rate.

Thi s wa s not s ignificant, primarily due

to the improvement of maternal and infant care j n all areas.

The

infant death rate dropped by over 50% in s ix of the turnaround
counties, dropped in three other countie s and gained in three.

In

the h i gh out-mi grati on countie s the rates were very low wi th drops in
seven of the countie s, no infant deaths both dec ades in two count ie s ,
stable in one county and increa ses in two countie s.

Over all , there

were very few infant deaths with the range be ing from O to 6 in high
out-migration countie s.
Young adult ratio.

This wa s hi ahly s ignif icant w ith a

correlation c efficient of - - 37 2 1 1 .
that the

This supported the hypothe s i s

reater the net out-migration the ] ower the youn g adult
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rat i o.

All turnaround and h igh o ut-m i rrration count i e s h ad i ncrea s e s

i n the young ad ult rat i o. but the i n c rea ses were la rger i n the
turnaround counties . Thi s stron gly s upports the fact of the
s electivity of migration in term s of young adults.
General dependency ratio.
s ignifi cant.

This was not found to be

The general dependency ratio declined i n each of the

turnaro und and high out-m i gration

c o unties.

Th i s s u pports the idea

that younger people are leav ing high out-m i grat i on area s but not a s
young a g roup l s mov i ng i nto turnaround area s .

It could al so b e d ue

t o t h e f act that the h i �h proportion o f a ged d ependents expected in
high out-migrat ion counties in bal a nced by a n i ncrea se in the chi ld
d ependency category i n turnaround count i e s .
Th i s wa s foun d to be h i ghly

Child dependency ratio.

sign ificant with a correlation coeff i c ient of -0. 34228.

The h i �her

the out-m igrati on pa tter n the lowe r the c h i ld d epende ncy.

Th i s then

support s the statement re cr arding genera l de pendency f i ndin g s.

Ch i ld

dependency ratios dec line in all turnaround and h i gh o ut-m i grati n
c ountie s but there were larger dec l i ne·s i n the latter category.
A ge dependency ra tio.

T� i s was h i ghly s i gn i f ican t w i th a c or

relati on coefficienct of . 5 1 630 .

The areater the pa ttern of out

mi�ra t ion the greater the a �e dependency.
f i nd i ng i n the aeneral

pe ndency rat · o.

Thi s a cra i n s upports the
The a ge d e pendency rat i o

wa s d \ n in e · gh t c unt i s i n the t urna r un ct g r up b u t
ne h l �h

own i n

nly

u t-m igrat ion c un t i e s .
Index of a�i n �.

a corre lati on coeffic · e nt

This

a

f und t

f . 52 50 5 .

e h i ghly

Tl1 i s i s relate

i gn i fi can t

i th

to the fac tor s
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of age i n general .

The ind ex of aging was u p i n nine of th e turn

around counties and up in all of the high out-migration countie s.
The rates were significantly hicrher in the high out-migration
c ounties.

This measure is used to determine the potential for growth

in a population.

As a population ages , its ability to reproduc e

itself is lessened.

Th is means that the number of elderly increased

in re lation to th e number of children in the high out-migration
c ounties , more so than in the turnaround counti es.
In general , South Dakota has an older population and the high
out-migration countJ es have more old er people.
Med l�n age.

This was found to be highly sign i ficant w ith a

correlation coeff i c lant of . 40744 .
of the age selectj vity of migration.

Once again this is a reflecti on
The med lan age dropped or

remai ned the same in seven of the turnaround counties.
age rose in all twelve of the out-migration counties.

The med ian
This reflected

both more young people leaving high out-migration counties and
probably more young people and peopl e wi th famili es entering turn
around counties.
lrondemographic Variables
Nine of the nondernographic variables were found to be
sign i ficant.

They were teach ers per pupil , employment, agricultural ,

wholesale and serv ice employment , persons bel w poverty l evel , per
c apita income , total busine sses, and h spitals .
Teachers.

This was found to be highly s ignific ant wi th a

correlation coe fficient of . 3 1 900.
of what was hypothesized.

It was in the reverse

The greater the pattern of net

direction
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ou t-migra tion the h i gher the teac her per pu pil rat i o.

A l l twelve

t urnaround coun t ies had i ncr eases in number o f t eacher s wh i l e only
f i ve o u t-m i grat l o n c oun tie s had an i ncrease i n teachers.

Out th e key

t o t h i s is that the number of s tuden t s are down a l s o in both type s of
c oun t i e s.

This was a reflection o f l ower number s of s chool age

ch i ldren as a res ul t of the l ower b i rth rate s of t he 1970 s.
The c orrelat i on coeff i c ient s for the pat t erns of net
m igrat l on and percent change in percent of pe o ple 25 and over
grad uat ing from h igh scho ol (. 07654 ) , per cent c hange in average daily
membership ( -. 046 57 ) , percent change in c o s t per average da i ly member
(. 1 7 200) , percent change i n num be r of student s ( . 0952 5 ) , and pe rcent
c hange in n umber of school s ( . 198 6 5) were not found to be s i gnif i c ant
at t he .05 level.

Thi s was pr i mari l y due to the increases in a l l

areas o f people graduat ing from h i gh s c h o o l.

I n addit i on , number o f

stude n t s and scho ol s have chang ed i n relat ively the same direction
a nd amount s for b o th categor ie s probably bec a use of federal
regulation s.
Econom i c Fac t o r s
There wa s a s i gni f i cant relati on sh i p between pa tterns o f ne t
migration and percent c hange in empl oymen t , percent change in t hose
em ployed in agr icul ture , wholesale a.nd serv i c e s , per c ent c han ge i n
t o t a l bu s ine s s , perc en t change j n tho se bel ow t he po verty level and
percent c hange i n per cap i ta i nc ome.
Empl oy::nen t .

h i s was highly s i �n i f icant · i t h a c rrelat i n

c oeff i cien t of -0. 62 97.

The greater the pat t ern of net m i grat i on

the l ower t he percent change i n emp l oyme n t.

Number s employed
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inc reased in all bu t one of t he t urnaround cat e gories.

Whereas

numbers employed declined in ten of the h i g h ou t-migration category.
Economically, jobs have been declining to some extent all over the
state.

But the growth of new industries have brought employment to

speci fic areas more so than others.

The decline of rural areas was

further emphasized by these employment figures.
Agr icultural employment.

This was also highly sign ificant

wit h a correlation coeff i cient of . 5 2340 .

The greater the pattern

of net out-migration the greater the percent change in agricultural
employment.

The turnaround counties had h igh rates of decline in the

percent employed in agric ult ure in all count ies.

The out-migration

counties had lower rates of decl i ne and an i ncrease in one county.
This supported the f indings in the l iterature.

More people

were found employed in agr iculture in the dec lining areas than in the
growing areas.
In the nonagricultural industries, percent change in servi ce,
wholesale, and total businesses were also si gnif icant .
Service.
of . 31 1 71.

This was significant wit h a correlati on coefficient

This was in the opposite direc t ion hypothesi zed in that

it stated that the greater the net migrat ion pa t tern the greater the
percent change in services.

Service employment grew drama tically in

all of t he turnaround counties.

It grew i n all but two of the h i gh

out-migra tion coun ties , but not at as great a rate.

The percent

change was greater as the pa t t e rn of m i grat ion increased .

Th i s could

reflect the closi ng of service related industr ies in declining areas.
Wholesale.

Th is was sign i f icant with a . 2 566 c orrela tion
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coe fficie nt.

This was the r e ver s e of what wa s hypothe s i z ed.

Th e

greater the pattern of net migrat ion the g reater the percent chan ge
in wholesal e.

This could be reflecting continued clo sing of

whole sale industrie s in dec lining areas.
Total busine s s.

The relationship was highly significa nt with

a correlation coe ff icient o f -0. 57965.

The greater the pattern of

n et migration the lower the per c e nt change in number s of bu s i n e s s e s .
Number of busine s s e s grew in all o f the turnaround counti e s.
were s ix

Ther e

countie s that dec lined in number o f bus ine s s e s; one

remained the same and the remaining counti e s gai n ed i n number o f
busine s s e s.

Economic trend s r e f l e c ted that bus in e s s e s were more

likely to leave decli ning area s and this supported that fact.

Other

bus ine s s variable s, such as per c e nt change in busine s s empl oyme nt and
p erc ent change in bus i ne s s payroll were found to be nonsignif i cant.
The nonagricultural industr i e s that were found to be non signif i cant
wer e perc ent change i n manufacturing, percent change in retail.
found to be nonsigni ficant was perc ent change in unemployment.

Also
The

manufacturing and s ervice fiaur e s were lower in mos t cas e s and
s ometime s not recorded in smaller countie s to protect the anonym i ty
o f the r e spondents.
Health and welfare.

The factor s of percent chanae of persons

below poverty and perce nt chan a e in per capita income were found to
be significant.

Of the health factor s, per c e n t chanee in number s o f

ho s pitals was significant.
Per sons bel w poverty.

Th i s wa s s i anif i cant w ith a

correlation coe f fici ent of . 26404.

The greater the pattern o f net
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migrat ion the great er the percent change J n pe ople below the po verty
level.

Turnaround coun t i es had rela t i vely smal l changes in the

percent of people b elow pover ty.
pe rcentage.

Two coun t i es increased in this

All but two counties had 198 0 rates below 20 percent.

However, in the high out-migration coun ti es, ten counties increased
in the percentage of persons b elow th e poverty leve l.

�ost of the

h igh ou t-migration counties had rat es of 20-30 percent of the peopl e
b elow the poverty l evel.
This suppor t ed the research finding s of more po ve rty in
decl i ni ng areas than in grow i ng areas.
Per capita income.
coefficient of - . 2556 1 .

This was signif icant w i th a correlation

The greater the patt ern o f n e t m igration,

the lower t he percent change in per capi ta income.
The per capita income more than doubl ed in ten of the turn
a round counties .

In the high out-migrat i on counties , the per capita

income grew in each county but doubled in on ly six of the count i es.
Emp loymen t available in decl ining areas oft en pays less than
i n growing areas.

This supported the l i t erature found on i ncome and

economic factors in declining areas.
Hospitals.

The relationship was found to be significant with

a correla tion coe fficient of . 32036.

The greater the pat t e rn o f ne t

migration the greate r the percent chan a e in number of hospitals per
resi d e nt.

This was i n the o ppos i t e d irect i on as was hypo thesi = ed .

The problem with th is var i able was that there were ve ry few hospitals
and few changes i n numbers of hospitals from 1970 to 19 0 in eit her
cat egory.

Therefore an int erpretat ion of this could be misleading.
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Other heal th vari ab les were found to be nonsign i f Lcant .

They

were percent change i n hospital adm i ss i ons, percent change in
hospital payrol l

and percent change in hospital personn e l .

In summary, the nondemographic var iables that were found to
be significant were percent change in teachers per pupil, percent
change in employment in agri culture, wholesale and service, percent
change in number of businesses, percent change in number of
hospitals, percent change in persons below the poverty level, and
percent change in per capita income .
Basic I nstitutions
The basic institutions ana lyzed inc luded numbe r of schools,
number of hospitals, and number of businesses .

Of these three, two

were found sigificantly associated with patterns of migration .
Percent Change in Number of Schools .

The correlation

coeff icient ( . 198 6 5) was not found to be s i gnif icant .

This is

probably due to the federal control of schools w i th a minimum number
o f students required to maintain a school .
Percent change in 1lumber of Total Businesses •

. umber of

total business was significant with a correlation coefficent of
- . 57 965 .

The greater the out-migration the lower the percent change

in numbers of businesses .

This was oppos Lte of what was expected .

Due to the economy and decline in businesses in "eneral this would
suugest that many of the busi nesses may have alread y gone out pr i or
to this analysis, leav ing fewer to close d own dur i ng the 1 970- 0
per iod .
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Percent change in number of hospital. Percent change in
number of

hospitals was found to be significant with a correlation

coefficient of . 32036 .

The greater the pattern of net migration the

greater the percent change in hospitals .

This could be reflecting

hospitals closing down in high out-migration areas but a caution is
in order .

There were few hospitals to begin with, thus any inter

pretations must be made with this in mind .
This analysis of the association between patterns of net
migration and the percent change in selected demographic and socio
economic characteristics and basic institutions completes the third
objective of this thesis as stated in Chapter I .
Objective Four:

Extent of Similarity Within the Types of Migration

Patterns
This objective sought to determine if counties in the two
patterns of net migration categories shared characteristics other
than rates of net migration .

Is it possible to also describe or

explain the characteristics of th�se counties by other variables?

Do

the values or certain demographic and socioeconomic variables cluster
within patterns of net migration?
How well do the variables selected present a profile or an
adequate description of the counties within the categories?

To deter

mine this, a discriminant analysis procedure was performed to see to
what extent the selected demographic and socioeconomic variables
chosen for this study were similar within the categories.
The findings were as follows: nineteen variables fit into the
two types of migration patterns in a perfect order.

That is

" membersh ip " in ej t her the turnaround ca tegory or the hi gh out
migrat ion ca tegory was predicted exactly by certain levels of the
following variables: birth rate , dea th rate , fertility ratio , general
dependency rtio , child dependency rat i o , index of aging , sex rat io ,
young a du l t ratio , median age , teachers per pupil , employment ,
unemployment , agricul tural emp loymen t , poverty , total business , per
cap it a income , average daily membership , and cost per average daily
membership.
Wh i ch of the nineteen vari ables fit best w i thin the two
categor ies of migrat i on ?

Throu gh the process of a stepw i se d iscr im i

nant analysis , it was possible to detect the variables with the
strongest "membersh i p " in the first step of the analysis.

Each

successive step detected the next "best '' pred ict ive variable un t i l
appropria te variables were no longer found.

The stepwise discr i mi

nan t analysis findings were summarized in Table
Interpretation of Find ings of Object i ve Four
Actually , two variables were the best predictors and
accounted for 80 percent of the explained variance within pat terns of
net migration.
ratio.

They were total businesses and the child dependency

The next variables in order of selection for the st epwise

procedure included employment , fertility ra t io , sex ratio , birth
rate , teachers per pupil , a (Tricult ural employaen t , death rate , index
of agin g , med ian a (T e , unempl yment , y oun (T adult ra

o , per cap i t a

income , persons below poverty level and general dependency rat l o.
These were all signi f i cant a t the . 05 le vel.
explained variance

total of 95 percent

as ob tained with these variabl es.
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Object i ve F ive:

Extent to lfu ich Patt er n o f �igrat l on Type s D i f fer

Are there signif i c ant diff erence s between the h i gh out
migration pattern and the turnaround mi gration patt ern ?

To an swer

thi s obj ective a _ Duncan-Waller te s t was performed t o analyze whethe r
t h e means of the s elected de pendent variable s differed s i gnificantly
between group s .
The finding s were as follows: h igh out-migration counti e s
differed significantly from turnaround counti e s in the demographic
variables of age dependency ratio , i ndex of aging , and median age.
The nondemographic variabl e s that d iffered sign ifi c antly were
employment, agricultural empl oyment and total bu sine s se s.
Int erpretat ion.

The s e f inding s indicate that age c ompo sition

fact or s were significantly di fferent between the two grou ps in terms
of the older age categorie s.

This mean s that there is a diffe renc e

in age d ependency (more people over 65 to tho s e 1 5-64 ) , a high e r
index o f aging (the popu l at io n i s aging fa ster ) , and in median age
(an older average age ) in th e high out-migration patt e rn as compared
with the turnaround migration patt ern.
The nondemographic variable s re flected in percent change in
employment , agricultural employment and total bu sin e s s e s showed that
there was a significant dif feren c e in the se economic factor s.

There

was le s s change in employment , more agricultural employment , and
fewer chan a e s in total bu s i ne s s e s in the h i ah out-m i rati n pattern
a s c ompared with turnaround .
in that

eclining countie s

Th i s wa s i n

uppo rt

f the l iterature

e re mo st reliant on a gr i cultu re.

l so

inc orporated in the se f ind ing s wa s a pt rce ived stagnation in the
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economy, especially evident in declining areas.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From 1970 to 1980 a number of counties of South Dakota
recorded dramatic changes in migration patterns.

Whereas in previous

decades out-migration was the overwhelming pattern, the decade of the
1970s recorded in-migration for one county , turnaround migration for
twelve counties , reverse turnaround for two counties, low to moderate
out-migration for thirty-nine countie s and high out-migration for
twelve counties.

The major objective of this study was to determine

what association if any existed between the patterns of migration and
selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics in the
counties of South Dakota.

1ore specifically , what are the differ-

ences that distinguish high out-migration counties w ith turnaround
counties.
The major findings of this study are summarized in the
chapter by each objective.

Implications of the research, limitations

and suggestions for future research will conclude the chapter.
Objectives
Objective 1 :

To determine the level and directi on of net

mi gration for the counties of the state of South Dakota.
The summary table

escribes the results of this obj ecti ve.

See Table 1.
1.

Migration l evels decreased dramatically from the 1 960s
to the 1970s.
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2.

More counties recorded in-migration in the 1970s than in
the 1960s.

3.

Fewer counties recorded high out-migration (over 15
percent and over) in the 1970s than in the 1960s.

Conclusions:

The dramatic exodus out of South Dakota has

slowed and even reversed itself in some of the counties.

This was

due to a decrease in net out-migration which implies fewer people
moving out and/or more people moving into the state.
Objective 2:

To determine the patterns of net migration from

1970 to 1980 for the counties of South Dakota.
1.

One county recorded in-migration both decades (Table 2) .

2.

Twelve counties recorded turnaround migration (Table 3).

3 . Two counties recorded reverse turnaround migration (Table
4) .
4.

Thirty-nine counties recorded below 15% in one or both
decades (Table 5) .

5.

Twelve counties recorded high out-migration (15 percent
and over) (Table 6) .

Conclusions:

More counties experienced in-migration and, in

general those counties with out-migration experienced a decline in
out-migration rates.

The recent trend of nonmetropolitan growth has

had an impact on the counties of South Dakota though not in the same
magnitude as less agriculturally oriented states.

In the U. S. it has

been determined that this is due to the increased technological
advances in communication and transportation ; renewed interest in
extractive resources ; a favorable economic climate for investors,
industry and businesses ; and possibly the quality of life and
recreational atmosphere of rural America.

The specific reasons for
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turnaround in South Dakota require further research.
Objective 3:

To determine which changes in the selected

demographic and socioeconomic variables were associated with patterns
of net migration.
significantly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Those demographic variables found to be

related were:

Index Of Aging.
Age-Dependency Ratio.
Median Age.
Young Adult Ratio.
Child Dependency Ratio.

The nondemographic variables that were significant included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Employment
Farm employment
Poverty
Per capita income
Teachers per pupil
Wholesale
Service
Total business
Hospitals

Conclusions:

The age composition variables were significant.

This supported the fact that migration is selective by age.

Young

people move out resulting in a higher median age, a higher index of
aging , a higher age dependency ratio, a lower young adult ratio and
a lower child dependency ratio.

The state of South Dakota has one

of the oldest populations in the United States and though out
migration has tapered off, the problems associated with an elderly
population are still evident.

Policy and planning should be directed

towards the elderly and their needs.
Nondemographic variables were led by economic characteristics
in significance.

This supported the literature in that migration is

very much related to economic push and pull factors.

High out-
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migration cow1ties had more peopl e below the poverty level, more
employed in agri culture, lower per capita income, and lower
employment.

Policies and plans to aid in the economic plight o f

rural America need to continue. Signi ficant changes were recorded in
percent employed in wholesal e, servi ce, and total businesses.
Conclusions drawn from this included that changes in th e economy were
transmitted through changes ln these sectors for counties of South
Dakota.
In summary, the slmpl e linear regress ion indicated that
specific variables were related to patterns of net migration.
Especially important were age composition variables and economic
variables.
Objective 4 :

In order of strength of explanatory power, the

variables that best describe the counties within the pattern of
migration categories were percent change i n:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11 .

12.
13.
14.

15.

Total businesses
Child dependency ratio
Employment
Fertility ratio
Sex ratio
Birth rate
Teachers per pupil
Agricultural employment
Death rate
Index of Agin�
�dian age
Unemployment
Young adult ratio
Per capita income
Persons be low poverty leve l.

These are the variables that were most similar within the
turnaround category and the high out-migration cate aory.
two variables explained

The first

O percent of the total variance which with
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the remaining variables added up to 95 percent of the explained
variance.
Conclusions.

High out-migration counties and turnaround

counties had similar values within each of the two patterns of net
migration in the following demographic characteristics: child
dependency ratio, birth rates, death rates, fertility ratio, young
adult ratio, index of aging, median age, general dependency ratio,
and sex ratio.

These demographic variables were the most similar

within the net migration categories.
Nondemographic variables that were most similar within
patterns of net migration were percent change in total businesses,
employment, unemployment, per capita income, teachers per pupil,
persons below the poverty level and agricultural empl�yment.

In

conclusion, the fifteen variables listed above had similar values
that clustered within the types of counties.

Which of the variables

were most different between the two categories was addressed in the
fifth obj ective.
Objective 5:

To determine the extent to which the high out

migration counties differed significantly from the turnaround
counties.
These six variables were found to differ sianificantly
between high out-mi gration and turnaround patterns of migration:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Age dependency ratio.
Index of Aging.
Median ge.
Employment.
Agricultural employment.
Total businesses.
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Conclusions:

In reviewing Brown and Beale's findings

regarding their categories of migration this study concurred with
their findings of high out-migration ( continuous decline counties)
registering high amounts of agricultural employment.

They stated

that continuous decline were found among the Great Plains areas that
lack accompanying urbanization or nonfarm job alternatives.
Turnaround counties were found to be intermediate between con
tinuously growing and declining areas for Brown and Beale.

The stat

istical test performed in this study found the continuous growth
county to be significantly different from turnaround counties in
median age, and young adult ratio.

This would suggest that in South

Dakota there were specific differences between the in-migration
patterns and the turnaround pattern.

In fact, turnaround counties

were not in between high out- and in-migration in this study.

But

this study recorded only one continuously growing county therefore
conclusions should be made with caution.
Beale and Brown found that turnaround was more like the de
clining category (it should be remembered that Beale and Brown had
three categories of turnaround - high, medium and low while this
study had only a general turnaround category.

They concluded that

turnaround counties shared more characteristics with continuous
decline counties.

The similarities were most evident for Brown and

Beale in percent of retirees, percent Black, and percent employed in
agriculture.
cance.

Brown and Beale do not test their findings for signifi

In additi on, they concluded that turnaround appeared to be
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taking place in relat i vely rural s etti n g s .
The turnaround type in this study wa s significantly different
than the high-out but not the moderate to low out type of migration
pattern . Had all out-migration countie s been grouped together ,
re sults similar to Brown and Beal e would have been anticipated.

This

adds further s ignificance ln that not all out-migration countie s are
alike.

In fact , the high out-migration pattern was signifi cantly

different from the general out-migration pattern for counties in
South Dakota.
Summary - Th eoret ical Mode l
In Chapter III, the basic theoreti cal ori entation, conce ptual
model and theoretical framework for interpreting patterns of net
m igration were pres ented.

This study dealt with the following

theoretical points:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

The study was a macroanalys i s ; s ince the un it of analy sis
was an aggregate .
Population study, Type I I best d e scri be s the orientati on
in that the independent variable is demographic and the
dependent variabl e s are both demograph ic and
nondemographic.
Soc ial systems approach was the conceptual framework
with the demographic, social aggregate sys t em and soc ial
action syst ems u s ed a s one model to develo p the specific
conceptual model. Thi s determined what was to be
explained.
To further clarify the model in terms of net mi grat ion,
a mi�ration systems approach wa s employed where the key
intere st was area of ori g j n and area of de s ti nation.
This determ ined the s pecific area of m i rat i on, with i n
the conce tual mode l.
To dete rm ine the measure s of m igration ver ti me , the
typology or cla s s if ication system as employed. Thi s
determined how the e scr i ption and explanation of the
rea of ori uin wa s
m i aration system as to be analyzed .
exemplifi ed in the h iuh out-mi grati on pattern , an area
of de sti nation wa s exemplified in the turna round patte rn.
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Conclus ions:

The statist ical testing provided a bas is by

which to investigate the adequacy of the conceptual model .

Within

the social de�ographic system - th e key elements were de t erm in ed .
Particular elements from this list were found to be s i gn i ficantly
rel ated to patterns of net m igration .

Further, it was determined

that the areas of origin and areas of de stination differ signifi
cantly in certain variables . By determining patterns of net
migration , this mode l allowed for a description of what happened to
counties over time.

The study concluded that these types of counties

were different in regard to speci f i c characteristics .

In addition , a

profile of the counties w ithin the typology was developed .
CONCLUSI ONS
In combining the findi ngs and conclusions of five objectives ,
it was possible to develop a prof ile of declining coun ties , those
with a high out-migration pattern and a prof ile of growing counties,
those in the turnaround m igration category .
High Out-Migration .
high out-migration counties.

Age factors were most descriptive of
These counties were most likely to have

lower young adult ratios; that is, fewer people in the 15 to 34 age
group and also f ewer children under fiftee n.
over sixty-f ive .

There were more people

These f actors resulted in a higher index of agin a

and a h i gher median a�e.
Economic variables showed that there was less change in
e mployment occurring in these counti es with more people employed in
agriculture.

There was a lso a grea t er percent ch ange in people
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employed in wholesale and service industri es. H i gh ou t-migration
coun ties conslstently lost employment in wholesale and service
industries, though these lat ter variables often had information
lacking for smaller counties.

There were more people below the

poverty level and there was a lower per capita income .

The profile

of high out-migration count i es was one of an older populat ion
employed in agriculture with higher levels of poverty.

These were

the signlficant demographic and socioeconomic variables related to
the net out-m igration patt ern .
Turnaround.

The profile of growing count i es was one of

youthful populati on ; more children under fifteen and more young
adults fifteen to thirty-four .

There were fewer people over s ixty

five, which result ed in a lower index of aging and a lower median age.
Economic factors reflected a greater percent change in
numbers employed, and a smaller percent change in those employed in
agricul turally related f ields, wholesal e and service industries.
Fewer people were below the poverty level and there was a h i gher per
cap i ta i ncome.
The pat tern of migrat ion typology showed the great er
differences when comparing high out -m igration and turnaround counties
in the following areas: age dependency ratio or peo ple over sixty
five ; index of aai ng, how fas t the population is growing old er ;
med ian age, employment, a riculutral employment and total bus · nesses.
IMPLI CATIO S

The implications of t his includ e that populations of high
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out-migration coun ties will continue to dec l ine as long as there are
fewer jobs and industries present as alternatives to a�ricultural
employment.

The po pulati on in hi gh out-migration countie s is older

reflecting a need for m ore services in the areas of medical and
welfare needs as well a s social and emo tional needs.

Planning and

p olicy implementation should be geared towards the realization of
l ower per capita incomes and higher rates of poverty which are
compounded in an aging population.
Likewise, specific p olicy and planning efforts of a different
nature can be implied from the turnaround counties.

More educati onal

services, child care facilities , and structures to meet the needs of
a younger, grow ing populati on are required.

More housing and govern

mental services, such as recreati on, utilities, and protection
services are needed.
An analys is of the profile of a po pulation can do much to
determine the present needs of the po pulation and also aj d in
projecting and planning f or the anticipated needs in the future.
Limitations
A major limitations in the research was the availablity and
comparability of data with reference to the dependent variables.
Obtainin a 1970 data wa s , at time, a difficult task since records we re
often not kept on f i le for longer that five vears.

The time fact or

also entered into the lim itat ions in terms of def initi ons , rules , and
regulations changing over the

ecade.

This made comparability

impossible in the case of variables dea l ing with soc Lal service and
welfare assistance.

Comparab i lity also was considered when select ing
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one set of important varia b les; the economic variables and particu
larly those associated with agri culture.

The l i terature indicated

relationships between migration and agriculture but the population
census and the census of agriculture are taken in d i fferent years
thus reducing the comparability of this data.
Even the available U.S. Census information was not comparable
from 1970 to 1980.

This was due, in part, to the cut back in the

Census Bureau staff which resulted in less refined data and also
delays in d isseminating information.

Research was accompli shed with

what . was available and comparable over the two decade period.
Methodologi cally, the limitations included the use of the
r esidual method for calculating net m i gration.

This requires infor

mation from two sources, the U.S. Census and vital statistics r egis
trati on.

When using more than one source, the possib ility of error

increases because the number of computations rise and also the number
of people and number of times the data are handled incr eases the
chance of error at each additional stage.

Further, the residual

method is in effect an indirect measure of net migration.

A dir ect

count of who migrates would have been preferable but such a method
was not feasible.
Methodological ly, the "state of the art " in statistics has
not achieved a measure of process and feedback j nto a system.

In

social science and particularly in this study of mi gration, much
considerati on was g iven to "which came first, the chicken or the
e gg ? "

Or, in other words, what was the direction of the re lation

ship.

Care has been taken to no� i mpart causati on into what these
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analyses have shown.

But also behind this decision was the fact that

there is a question as to whether migration leads to the various
changes in the social structure as suggested in this study or whether
the various changes in the social structure lead to migration.

A

mechanism for determining the feedback into the system would
alleviate this problem as we could then measure the effect of migra
tion on the social structure and the subsequent effect of changes in
the social structure on migration .

A statistical measure of this

synergistic effect is required to more fully understand and explain
this process.
The theoretical foundation to base migration research is
still lacking in rigor.

This necessitated developing a conceptual

framework specific to this research.

It is hoped that this work may

add to the existing literature and increase understanding of how
migration theory might be strengthened and employed.

Further work in

building on both the macroanalytic as well as the microanalytic
approach and the merging of the two, both theoretically and methodolo
gically would add greatly to the knowledge on migration theory.
Finally, as has been mentioned in the text of this study,
out-migration has been occurring in the rural agricultural areas
since the 1930s.
that time.

Many institutional adj ustments have been made since

In fact, these adjustments are an ongoing process;

therefore, what has been analyzed in this study captures the
importance of demographic and socioeconomic changes during the 1970s.
It is acknowledged that some change , in fact in some cases even
dramatic changes have already occurred prior to the 1970s and would
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b e lost to this analyse �.
Recommendati ons
Recommendat i ons include both more general as well as more
specific research.

A theor etical r ecommendation would be to study

migration along ·these r esearch l ines with both the macro and the
micro analytic spheres in mind -- resulting in a better understanding
of the migration system.
The research could be expanded methodological ly to take into
account all the counties in the North C entral Re gion, thereby
expanding the sample and a l lowing for better generali zability.

In

this study there were only two reve rse turnaround count i es , only one
in-migration county , only four h igh turnaround counties and mostly
out-migration counti es. A broader sample would a l l ow a more compl ete
analysis of the patterns of migration and the resulting charac
ter istics.
In additi on , further research could be done regard i ng net
migration as the measure of demographic change and population change
as the measure of demograph ic change.

Under which circumstances

m ight one be more val uable than the other in expla i ning phenomena ?
Research might continue what was done in the early 1970s by
the Social Science Research Center in Denver regarding the rank order
of counties on the selected soc ioeconom ic and demograph i.c var iables.
Th i s would build on pa st re s erch and a dd the current 1980 s i tua t ion.
In a more spec i f i c d irecti on, any group of these var iab les
could be stud i e d in more depth through a case study.

One could v iew

a county ( out-migrati on or turnaround for examp le ) and se e how the
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migrants and the nonmigrants react to changes (microanalytic
perspective) .

One could also do an historical study of various

institutions within a specific county.

Further a group of out

migration or turnaround counties might be selected as case studies.
Further investigation of variables within the categories
might be beneficial as well.

The information regarding poverty,

health or education might b e investigated using other indicators or
at least additional ones to those used in this study.

The analys is

of institutions requires more in-depth research as well.
Further insight would be possible with a further catego
rization of the out-migration to high, medium, and low magnitude.

In

addition, the turnaround counties could be viewed from the high turn
around and moderate turnaround, though the number of counties in the
pattern would be few in the analysis of South Dakota.
Finally, demographers have cautioned that the turnaround
phenomena may in fact be a very temporary occurrence.

Further

research in longitudinally tracing this pattern of migration would be
worthwhile.
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